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GENERATION 9 DIGITAL CONTROL SURFACE

Designed to integrate flawlessly with
Wheatstone BRIDGE digital audio network router,
the Generation 9 control surface allows you to
easily create large or small platform -based
systems that are exceptionally user-friendly and
flexible. Wheatstone BRIDGE network cages
house all I/O ports and engine cards, and may
be wired in tandems within a single equipment
room or interconnected to separate remote loca-
tions by means of fiberoptic or CAT -5 cables to
provide single wire studio integration schemes.

Once configured, the system operates entirely
independently of external computers. Configu-
ration itself is intuitive and carried out onsite by
means of user-friendly graphic interfaces pro-
vided by Wheatstone desktop software. We have
gone to great lengths to make these setups easy
for your field engineers, allowing expansions and
changes to be achieved painlessly. Naturally, the
Generation 9 system also takes full advantage
of Wheatstone's exclusive VDIP configuration

software (like
mutes, fader and timer starts, tallies, etc.) are
easily accomplished right at your desktop. Once
set-up is completed the desktop is disconnected;
all settings are retained in nonvolatile storage
and the entire system runs standalone. Ethernet
protocol is built in, providing interface with au-
tomation, scheduling, and hardware controllers
as you require.

Whether you're planning a small, centrally
located studio network or a large, multiple for-
mat build -out, the Generation 9 Digital Control
Surface can form the basis for a fully integrated,
reliable and user-friendly broadcast system that
will handle your most demanding requirements
and be able to change with your varying needs
as they arise.

At Wheatstone we have more combined digi-
tal design expertise than anyone. Benefit from
our hard work! Choose WHEATSTONE - the
Digital Audio Leader.

Corrorc)tior?
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
www. wheatstone. corn / sales @ wheatstone. corn

copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation

tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857



Sign Off

Shaping radio today and tomorrow
By Heidi Hueseman

Do you remember
In June of 1993, the FCC issued a Notice

of Inquiry (N01) into the rules regarding
AM directional antenna performance and
specifications. This NOI was meant to

provide guidance in the new world of
computer -operated systems and, in
many cases, non -human supervised

systems of the time.
The original rules and the long -

gone Standards of Good Engineer-
ing Practice (that are now incorporated
into the FCC's rules) were products of the
1930s, and the rules concerning direct-
ional antenna systems had been written
mostly in 1939. Many of the DAs designed
and installed from 1939 through 1965 were
located in wide-open spaces, far from towns
and other developed areas. This posed a
problem for engineers. This resulted in
rules that worked, but failed to provide the
technical guidance and regulation that
was required.

Therefore, in the early 1990s, the FCC
adopted sweeping changes in the AM rules.
These were designed to facilitate the intro-
duction of the extra 100kHz at the top of the
broadcast band (the so-called expanded
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band), and to reduce co -channel and adjacent -channel
interference. The new rule changes reduced the amount
of interference allowed. At the time, almost every RF
engineer knew of at least one case where a directional
pattern was designed to provide interference -free service,
but that satisfactory operation was hard to obtain. The new
NPRM was expected to seek a method of anticipating some
of these problems, and also trying to find better ways of
calculating directional patterns.

That was then
In the early 1940s,

Gates introduced the
model 1D broadcast
transmitter, which a
promotional flyer tout-
ed as "a moderately
priced, high -quality
transmitting piece of
equipment" It featured
two doors near the top
of the front panel that
exposed practically
every component in
the top part of the trans-
mitter. The full-size door provided easy access to the back.

Frequency control for the 1D was obtained from the 25-
A Frequency Control Unit, which included the oscillator
and two buffer stages and power supply with provision
for operating two crystals, one being connected for
heating only.

The 1D produced 1,000Wbut could be reduced to 500W
or 250W for nighttime operations. The transmitter con-
sumed about 5.5kW or power and responded to fre-
quency within 11/2dB from 30Hz to 10kHz. The 1D had less
than 3 percent distortion at 95 percent modulation.

It was designed to operate with a 60 to 30012 load and
"coupled into concentric or unbalanced low impedance
transmission lines and into most standard antennae with
external matching units."

The oldest transmitter
Last year, Radio magazine asked you to help us find the
oldest transm,tter that was in working condition. We
located a Western Electric transmitter in Sharon, PA, that
was installed in 1940. That transmitter is still used as a
backup transrr itter today. Now we want to find the oldest
transmitter in use as a main transmitter; that is, a transmitter
that is used everyday. Do you have it? Send a note to
radio@primediabusirtess.com and let us know. We'll share
the entries in cur December issue.
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Carl E. Gluck
VP Technical
Research

Salem
Communications

Camarillo, CA

Gluck heads Sa-
lem's Technical
Research Depart-
ment, which per-

forms acquisition and allocation studies for
Salem including the evaluation of potential
acquisitions as well as upgrade potential
among the stations Salem presently owns.

He began his career in radio in 1965 as a
volunteer board operator at a noncommercial
station in Sacramento, CA. Gluck joined Salem
in 1991, transferring to Camarillo in 1994.

He holds a lifetime FCC First Class Radio-
telephone Broadcast License, CPBE certifi-
cation from the SBE and an Extra Class Ama-
teur Radio license (KEOGP).
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Radfo Classified
Help Wanted

a
WDAY-AM 970, FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA IS IN SEARCH OF
A TOP-NOTCH NEWS/TALK MORNING SHOW TALENT

The legendary, heritage AM News/Talk statbn with 80 years of service to
the Upper -Midwest, WDAY AM 970 has a g.eat opportunity for a morning
show co -host. This person must have a sense of humor and abiity to interact
and "play along" with both morning show partner (Kim Douglas) aid WDAY
listeners. A strong work ethic. an ability to shire delivering information to our
target and a "can -do" attitude are all a must.

If you believe in strong show prep and know how to have fun on the radio,
please submit your materials for this immed ate opening. Strong candidates
will understand the special nuances of News /Talk radio and the hot buttons
of today's adult listener, who seeks news, soorts, weather and information,
mixed with fun and entertainment.

Please send aircheck (scoped & unscoped) and resume. WDAY is a locally
owned radio station, that is part of the Forum Communications family of
newspapers and television stations. Great ber efits including 401<, Profit
Share. Group Health. etc.

All correspondence will be held in strict conf dence.

TAPES AND RESUME ASAP TO:
Scott Hennen WDAY i Box 2465 t Fargo. N.D. 58103

mp3 files 4mgs or less to: scott@wday.com
EOE
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AcousticsFirst
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Nexus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $549

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusoroacicast.com
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

EAS MONITORING
YAGI ANTENNAS

WEATHER CHANNEL
FREQUENCIES 162.0? MHZ

FM FREQUENCIES
88 TO 108 MHZ

ALL FREQUENCIES FROM 88
TO 1000 MHZ AVAILABLE

SAMCO ANTENNAS, IN(
(817)-336-4351

www.samcoantennas.com
email:samyagi@flash.net

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration
Quality Pre -Owned Equipment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services

H T

Your Ultimate Solution., III

rri, fri
Lightner Electronics fri
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: 866-239-3888
www.LightnerElectronics.com 0

V5

Professional Services

4006

DELI LINE

SUITE 160

ADDISON

TEXAS

75001

972/6615272
work rbdg. corn

RUSS BERGER DESIGN GROUP

 PENDING AND BROA1XAST FACIUIY asiGN

AROCIOUPI/INITRIORS FOR ACODSDCAl SPACI

 ROOM ACOUSTICS MC SOUK

 POSE AND V1BRATTON

Structural Analysis

ICts
Electronics Research, Inc.

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

STRUCTURAL
ANALYSIS

ERI Incorporated
1943

.IOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

ApdiedWireless
Kevin McNamara
President 6 US

Applied Wireless. Inc
providing options

PO Bo, 926
New Market, MD 21774

lel.: 301 865 1011
lax.: 301 865 4422
emall:kevinmcerapphedwaciess, c.

www appliedwaelessinc corn

Chapters

Get
plugged in

to an

SBE chapter

near you!

Rho you know
can make

all the difference.

(31') 846-9000  umicsbe.org
sociErY

OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

Raiff°
Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager
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Our client list continues to grow.
We would like to Thank -You
for your confidence and your

MOORETRoNix purchases.

We now have in stoc<, SHURE, SfV1-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pad c Recorders BMX AMX,
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quality built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site -or great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $$$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-0733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW MOORETRONIX.COM

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Langley -Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.
' Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databaws...and more!

oft
VandEIMast ConMIEHMOMMEImungations SoftwareSoftwaretinginctiring

Consulting
Brdatit

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

MODERN RADIO:
TWICE T -1E GEAR -

HALF
THE

HELP.

SO WHAT'S
YOUR "PLAN B"?

Don't let equipment problems get fou down
Plan B is a silen:e sensor, d jita audio source,
voice remote cor trol, listen li-e aid more -
all in one tidy bo with a 5 -ye ar warranty.

Call your dealer Dr visit
www danagge -.corn Viii.

Danagger Audio Works 1-13L48 39 -AUDIO

26,000 songs in 16 bit, 44.1
stereo .WAV files with all the

song data embedded.

11 basic libraries available
with same day shipping.

Also available in GoldDrive
MPEG Layer 2, Mode 2

And with the purchase of any
Gold WAV or GoldDrive library
you can acquire a matching,

back-up, GoldDisc library
for half price.

'41-141 CENTURY

GoldDisc - GoldOrive - Gold WAV
The World Plays Our Music!

www.TMCentury.com
972.406.6800  TMCkiTMCentury.com

AcousticsFirste
7 7 PF ATION

The1014
ACOUSTIKiem

Irtonc-P: 'P
wiOG

. cruse,p

"THE RIGHT MIX"
OF

Diffusors,Absorbers, & Traps

Toll Free: 1-888-765-2900
www.acousticsfirst.com
[opyright ZOOZ Acoustics First Corporation
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Transcom Corporation
AM 5 fill Transmitters

Visit our new internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2.5kW 1978 Collins 831D2
3kW 1996 0E1 Quantum
3.5kW 1985 BE FM 3.5A
10kW 1980 Harris FM 10K
10kW 1991 0E1 FMQ 10,000B
20kW 1976 Collins 831 G2
20kW 1982 Harris FM2OK
20kW 1989 0E1 FM020.0008
25kW 1980 CSI T -25 -FA

Amplifier Only
30kW 1984 BE FM30
35kW 1989 Harris HT35
40kW 1978 2 -RCA BTF 20E1

(combined)
50kW 1982 Harris Combiner w/
auto Exciter -transmitter switcher

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1kW 1996 Nautel NO1
1kW 1980 Harris MW1A
1kW 1988 Harris SX1A
5kW 1984 Harris MW5A
5/10kW 1982 Continental 316F
50kW 1982 Continental 317C2
'50kW 1986 Nautel AMPFET 50

P.O. Box 26744, El
800-441-8454 (215-938

NEW TV -VHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1.000 watt
250 watt

NEW TV - UHF
10 watt 500 watt
100 watt 1,000 watt
250 watt

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Belar AMM3 Mod. Monitor

Continental 8028 Exciter

Denon 720R Cassette Recorde'

Harris AMS-G1 AM Stereo

Inovonics AM Stereo Processor.

Model 250-01

Kintronics 50kw AM RF Switch,

Model RFC8-1

Optimod 8100A (cards 3 - 5 only)

Potomac Phase Monitor AM1901. Nita'

2 Tower

Potomac Phase Moitor AM19. 2 Towei

Potomac TU-16 Remote Control

kins Park, PA 19027
-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

""1_;r-.4.11-112.117"1°

117 '1'

1800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

4*. ilk

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #614
May 2013 - July 2003

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

POWER

ELECTROMECHANICAL

TEST. TOOLS & SUPPLIES

MOUSERELECTRONICS
www.mouser.com (800) 346-6873

if lightehg strikes of yoar
tower are caasthg

evOmeht damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

gtatACat system may be
recovered during your first.

lighthihg season

www.cortanacorporation.com
AB -- RUGGED

ING
PROTECTION

LIGH
The Otati-Cat

Light/0g &eve/ft/oil OStellf
provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

COIrMila
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

=r
CD
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datawopld
Engineering Tools

Feasibility Studies
Longley-Rice RSI,

Maps & Population
Area -to -Locate Studies

FN1 and TV Subscription Services
as ail able - call or entail for

details and pricing.

www.dataysorld.com

Marketing Tools
Custom Mapping
Demographic Reports
Zip Code Pinpointing

Management Tools
DataXperi 1"
Coverage Maps
FLAG FCC Monitoring
LMA/Duopoly Studies

inforiidataworld.com
800 - 368 - 5754 301 - 652 - 8822 301 - 656 - 5341 (fax)

SUpETIOTBrroadealtPwciueti
Solid State FM Transmitters

lit 

8,000 watt 44,990.00
4,000 watts 24,990.00
2,000 watt 12,990.00
1,000 watt 7,000.00
500 watt 4,000.00
250 watt 2,500.00
100 watt 1,900.00

Solid State FM Amplifiers
2,000 watt 12,000.00
1,000 watt 6,000.00
500 watt 3,000.00
250 watt 1,750.00
100 watt 1,250.00

FM STL
Transmitter and Receiver

14 .

1:2

Both Transmitter and Receiver
$3,500.00

High Performance
FM Transmitters

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installation
 Fast Delivery
 Motor DrivenTuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on

front panel shows
operating parameters

Fall Special Limited time offer
10,C00 watt Transmitter $18,990.00

Broadband FM Antennas
Ideal for Digital or
multa station operation

Circular polarization - DC ground for
lightning protection - mounts directly to

tower leg - Power input 4,000 watts per bay
Priced as low as 795 00 for a single bay
Multi bay operation up to eight bays

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 123-297 Dallas,TX 75248 Ph 972/473-2577 800/279-3326
Fax 972/473-2578 800,644-5958 e-mail jjoynt superiorbroadcast.com website superiorbroadcast.com

.beradio.com

TY
POTS LINE CODEC

Extremely low delay
15kHz audio at rates

down to 24kb/s

MUSICAM USA
web:www.musicamusa.com

email:sales@musicamusa.com
(732) 739-5600

 Fabrication
 Design
 Engineering

 Installation
 Service

 Maintenance

Swager is your

worldwide turnkey
tower company.

Phone
1-800-968-5601

or Fax

fr.
1-800-882-3414

SWAGER
Communications, Inc.

(*KA. P.O. Box 656
501 East Swager Drive

Fremont, IN 46737 USA
Phone 1-800-968-5601  260-495-2515

Fax 1-800-882-3414  260-495-4205
E-mail: sales@swagencorn
Internet: www swager.com
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LBA Technology, Inc. is your proven

supplier of innovative, digital -ready

AM antenna systems. Our products

include tuning units, phasing systems,

multiplexers, AM/wireless isolation

systems and components for every

power level. We help hundreds of

broadcasters in the USA and

worldwide to --

Reach further -
sound be!

4

LBA Technology, Inc.
Broadcast and Telecommunications Antenna Products

so cl4 iiLBAi Erin -07

LBA Tomo°le'
Folded Unipole Systems

Diplexer. Triplexer and
Phasor Systems
11

Antehrie Tuning Urlitt ,

LBA
3400 Tupper Drive, tuenville, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-027grrFax 252-752-9155
it Lbatech@Lbagroup.com / www.Lbagroup.com

ay Country
"BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry. com  e-mail info@baycountry.com

Unlock the secret nal
successful advertising

110,

continuity is
Inquire today abo

frequency discounts.

Operate any 3 -phase TV transmitter
from a 1 -phase supply with the
Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 True 3 -phase output

 High Efficiency

 Maintenance free

 More stable than
open -delta

 1000+ TV and Radio
Stations rely on

Phasemastep

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Eliminate utility line extension and demand charges

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

The World Leaders in Single to
Three -Phase Power Conversion

011At Kay Industries
PHASEMASTER
Rotiry Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N Hill St
South Bend, IN 46617

E00-348-5257
574-289-5932 (fax)

www.kayind.com

Visit us at
NAB 2003

Booth N2801

Western Region
4127 Bay St #6

Fremont. CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax)

info@kayind.com
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AES/EBU DIGITAL AUDIO
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

DDA106-XLR (1X6)DDA112-BNC (1X12)

DDA112-XLR (1 X12)*DDA124-BNC (1)(24)

DDA206-XLR (Dual 1X6)*DDA212-BNC (Dual 1X12)

DXA112-XLR (1x12)DXA124-BNC (1x24)

Accepts sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
*Transformer balanced inputs
Data reclocking and regeneration
*Adjustable input cable equalization
Loop-thru inputs w/switchable terminations
Sample rate, Status and Error indicators
Up to 12 XLR or 24 BNC outputs

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Dedicatedtosoundengimering
ATI328W.MapleAvenueHorshatn,PA 19044

800-959-0307.215-443-0330
Fax:215-443-0394

hap://www.atiguys.com
Free FlochureAvailabieUponRequest

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL. FAX OR WRITE:

I t
11,1111111111,111,111,1111111

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington. NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

RF PARTS
COMPANY

-1 Audio
v Industrial

 Broadcast
 Communications

Audio Tubes  Transistors
Modules  Gasfets  Coax
Capacitors Rectifiers

Svetlana  Taylor  RFP  Eimac
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  Thompson  Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol
 We Export

760-744-0700 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: wi4Ns.gorman-redlich.eom E-mail: jimg@gorman-redlich.com

'Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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rf Software, Inc.
The deadline for translator

applications is fast approaching.

See how we can help!

wwwirfsoftwareicom

352.336-7223

ciz:ifecrikcE,

AC -12 TElEphone
AutocouplEr Bay

The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way
to eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio busses
eliminate the tedious and messy
wiring associated with mass
feeds. Each card can also
individually either send or
recieve telco audio, making
it perfect for IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12
lists for under $175 per coupler.

HC -3 AdvancEd
TElEphone Autocoupkr
The HC -3 is ideal for a variety
of tasks like listen lines, concert
lines & remote broadcasting.
The HC -3 automatically answers
on a user set ring number and
disconnects at the end of the ca I.
Its dry relay contacts can interface
to remote recorders, tally lights, etc.
Remote connections include: aux.
relay closure, pickup -enable, remote
pick up trigger, call end sink, &
Ring / Online sink Optional
ComboLok provides password security.

# 09-

11.I' I I I I Ward  b

TEL
RingEr RElay
Calls come in, you get
relay outputs. It's that
simple. Accepts up
to six independant
telephone lines. Each
incoming ring closes
the associated relay.
Each relay has two sets
of form "c" contacts.
Relays stay steady on
during rings. All
interface connections
on screw terminals.

For complete information about all of our products, including downloadable tech manuals,
brochures and pricing for all of our products, visit our website at www.ciricuitwerkes.com.

ClicuitVVuitEt_ hi. - 2601_ NIA 6ti Stiect Giainesviii, Florida 3260E. USJ B5E -Rai-, :655E
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IT PAYS TO KNOW WHO LIVES NEXT DOOR
ABC Sitl: lie Services realizes just how unporiart the right c3mmui ity is

to our c ihiarsers. That's why we offer all the sesvice.suitport, flexibility and
Technology you could ever need trikr jot roof.

abc SATELLITE
For morn into-mation on how you can live Ilex- door c 212-456-5301,

fax 212-456-5807 or visit our website www.abcsabell. tesery ces.com

Eyperience Exceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!

Our s ngle tute h 3h aower FM trarsmitteh offer
you e>ceptional q_ality and affordab = prices.

Built hr the "real world' eruironmer -.. these RF
workhorses. offer 'onc term reliabilit,' and features
not found it any Mher sngla tube transmittEr
availat le.

Featuras include

 1/4 'Nave Grouo let .-zric °A.

 Fiber Optic FA t rc Detection.

 PA Tempe 'ogre Prcter:ticri

 Advanced Contrc, S\,sm with rerr ate
computer interfere and ato log.

 More internal sta.us sensors than any other
transmitter.

 CD Dual ty Audio IAES(7BU optional)

 Availa ale from 1e rA, to KKW. Contained
systems to 60KW

FM 300J9 TX

Arrns:oong Trar_sa irter ... the best RF products, the best 3ruLnd-the-clork support,
and the best prices ... because you deserve nothing less!

A ARMSTRONG
Ala TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

4830 Ni-th Street, Matteis, NY 1310E Web Sin: armstrongtx.cnn

New Products

Press media multibox
RCI Custom Products

BM -16D: Featuring the best features of
each of RCI's high -end multifeed boxes,
the BM -16D adds mic/line switchable in-
putsand outputs. It features custom-made
Jensen transformers, active electronics,
input VU meter and multiple Switchcraft
output connectors including 1/4" phone,
mini and RCA. The unit is housed in a Zero
Haliburton case.

800-548-4724; fax (240) 912-0131

www.micsatomcom plateamicustom.com

Software using
online library
Stardravv.corn

Irr

.4.palimindIMI11111111

Stardraw.net: The Web -based CAD system
is online at www.stardrawnet. This suite of
applications allows users to design inte-
grated systems using an online library of
more than 30,000 symbols. The Web -based
applications provide the same functional-
ity as the company's installed software
programs, but are designed to run within a
Web page,making them instantly available,
always up-to-date less expensive for the
end -user. Drawing operations and render-
ing are executed on the client side for
speed,and symbols libraries,product infor-
mation and other design elements are
stored in databases on the server.

212-072-1855; fax 212-372-8798 ll
wstsuardravatar #

Phone: 215-673-1269 Fart: 315-673-9912 sales@armttrongtacom
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Hew Products

Audio routing and processing
Symetrix

Symnet Studio Matrix: Built on the Symnet Audio
Matrix technology, this system is a scalable, modular,
redundant system useful for the audio routing and processing needs of small to medium-sized radio stations.
Systems are configured by networking as many as 15 redundant pairs of specialized, 1RU DSP-driven devices
into a matrix. Hundreds of input and output signals can be brought into the systems and routed via mixers,
selectors and crosspoint matrix/mixers up to 32 x 32. Interconnect between devices is facilitated by a low-

latency audio bus technology that allows routing between any two or more points in the system.
425-781-3222: fax 425-187-3211

www.symetaxaudio.com; symetrix@symetrixaudia.com

Skimming software
Telos Systems
Profiler v2.0: This software audio recorder
archives program audio to time -annotated
MP3 files with a range of bit rates. Users can
store logged audio to a local hard drive, a
Web or FTP server, or networked drives to
remotely audition logged content. Several
skimming tools are available to capture pro-
grams for rebroadcast, and to facilitate quick
assembly of airchecks and composite shows.
A Smart Skim mode balances quality with
space -efficiency, allowing users to archive
non -critical programming using maximum
compression, automatically switching to
high -quality skimming when talent mics
are open. Remote users can audition
secure audio streams via LAN, WAN or the
Internet during capture, which is useful for
remote listening.

216-241-1225; fax 216-241-4103

bwiwtelos-systems.com; infoOteka-rydeffis.com

Headset mic
Sennheiser Electronics

ME 105: This head -worn mic system offers a
modular design for use with Sennheiser's ME
105 super-cardioid capsule. It will also accom-
modate the ME 102 omnidirectional and ME
104 cardioid capsules. The ME 105 miniature
condensercapsule uses a super-cardioid pick-
up pattern that, coupled with the close ad-
dress distance of the headset, offers optimal
isolation with effective feedback rejection
and rear -field noise suppression.

860-434-9190: fax 860-434-1759

WAV-seartheiserusa.com: lit@sennheiserusicam

automation

Broadcast Software International
1925 Bailey Hill Road, Suite A
Eugene, OR 97405
www.bsiusa.com
888-BSI-USA1 (888-274-8721)
info@bsiusa.com

Para el espariol, Ilamada Felipe Chavez,
Distribuidor de los E.E.U.U.
(916) 368-6332
fchavez@ommedianet.com

1.5
Simian 1.5 makes your life
easier. Its Windows -based
design is easy to use, and it
keeps things running smoothly.

The new Simian includes
additional production mode
capability, the ability to save
different sessions of Simian and
launch them from different
desktop icons, and more.

Simian is still the most feature -
complete automation in the
industry and provides powerful,
reliable automation for stations
in the US and around the world.

Thousands of users
have discovered how

easy and versatile
BSI Simian really is.

Test and try
before you buy.

1

BSI
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New Products

Sound control panel
Steven Klein SCR

Saturn Polycylindrical Diffusor: This sound -diffusing pa-
nel can be placed on walls or ceilings to reradiate sound
energy through an angle of 120°. The polycylindrical-shaped
diffuser has been in use for many years, and offers an advantage
over more complex diffusers that produce frequency shift. Panels
measure 233/4" square by 5" deep. The panel can be placed on wall; or
used in standard drop -ceiling grids.

818-788-1238; www.soundcontolroom.com info @saundoontrolroom.com

S TA 1=1 NM I<SL9003Q and SL9003TI

The STL solution for your all -digital air chain.

HO -RADIO
44.1 kHz Audio Sampling
AES I/O Standard

WEST COAST
Doug Tharp
Voice 866.673.9267
Cell 818.398.7314
Email dtharp@sanircorn

SOUTHWEST
Tyler Calls
Cell 817.312.6338
Email tylercallis@integritycom

CENTRAL
Bernie O'Brien
Cell 731.695.1714
Email bemieob@earthlink. net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800.245.4307
Fax 513.583.1343
Email mschnell@maryschnelle corn

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 877.391.2650
Fax 256.543.0535
Email bobmayben@usa.net

S CM S. INC.
VOW KN(14, WF RA0101

NORTH-EAST
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.722.6)15
Fax 908.722.43.9
Pager 877.792.8024
Email scmsnorth@aol.com

MID -ATLANTIC
Chris Singleton
Voice 410.3482925
Fax 410.348.9924
Emal ke3ntc@goeaston.net

Trade-ins welcome
CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, MCA"

Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.889.4540
www.scmsinc.com

Large -diaphragm
condenser microphone
Sound Performance Lab
Nugget: Built to SPL's
specs by Audio-Tech-
nica, the Nugget is
based on the A -T 40
Series. The mic uses
a 1" diaphragm and
fully transformerless
circuitry for accu-
rate, musical repro-
duction and high
SPLcapacityand fea-
tures a switchable
50Hz high-pass and
10dB pad. A high -
quality shock mount is in-
cluded. The cardioid pat-
tern has a 20Hz to 20kHz
frequency response, a 129dB at 1kHz
dynamic range, 5012 output impedance
and a 78dB S/N.

805-241-5140; fax 805-435-1455

vivivispl-asaxam;16441-usasem

Decoder
TFT
EAS 911 D:The EAS 911D is an FCC type -
notified EAS decoder -only that permits
decoding and automatic or manual
forwarding of EAS messages. The self-
contained rack -mount unit was de-
signed for use by low -power broad-
casters. The EAS 'MD offers many of
the features of the EAS 911 encoder/
decoder, including a built-in impact
printer, character generator interface,a
lighted numeric keypad, practice oper-
ation and many visual indicators. Pass-
word protection allows setup for all
parameters associated with decoding
EAS messages, including setting sta-
tion's FIPS code. A digital voice re-
corder provides the audio portion of
EAS messages and automatically
records incoming audio messages.

800-347-3383: fax 408-721-5942

www.thinc.com; dparter@ttnnc.com
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RBDS data manager
Stratosaudio

Web Management Reporting Software: This software provides real-time
reporting tools that give broadcasters the ability to provide data mining
services to content owners, advertisers and other interested parties to
study listener response and sales behavior to on -air content. SAW MRS
collects and stores the real-time data feed from the Stratosaudio Broadcast
Management Software (SABMS).Third-party reporting services may enlist
the use of the real-time data to increase the accuracy of their offering and
broaden the scope of their reporting services.

866-289-0770; fax 626-289-0405

www.stratosaudio.com: info@stratosaudio.com

Remote transmitter
Marti Electronics

SRPT-30: This wide -band, dual -frequency
RPU transmitter can cover several VHF
bands. The unit uses an RF synthesizer
design that allows frequency pairs to be as
much as 50MHz apart. This design allows
greater flexibility in a station's RPU system
and precludes the need for multiple trans-
mitters for spread frequencies. The SRPT
30 replaces the RPT-30 remote transmitter
and provides a 20W to 30W output.

817-735-8134; fax 817-735-9340

www.martielectronics.com: sales©martielectronics.com

AM/FM tuner
Rolls Corporation

IV.- di%0

WPMPRO- TUNER
TWO

TU78: The TU78 features 75ohm FM and
300ohm AM antenna inputs, stereo line -
level RCA outputs, a variable tuning con-
trol and an AM, FM stereo, and FM mono
band select switch. An LED indicates
when a station is locked, another indicates
a stereo signal is present at the outputs
The unit operates on a 12Vdc power sup-
ply. The compact size makes it ideal for
remotes, house PA or EAS decoder feeds

801-263-9053; fax 801-263-9068

www.rolls.com: rollsitx@rolls.com

.0-6,711

.41

New Products

"Still The BEST...

.
0

= .0

STLs/RPU
Digital, Analog,
Composite, Mono,
Reciters

m onitors
TV
FM
AM

EAS

.. :.
Or-

V-O.- Encoder/Decoders
0 0 ai"

...
= Decoders Only

0 -T.- 06- Accessories

NEW
Digital

Insertion Unit

...Still Around"
AC

408-943-9323
www.tftinc.com e-mail: info@tftinc.com

2243 Ringwood Ave. San Jose, CA 95131 fax: (408) 432-9218
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Hew Products

Upgrades and Updates
Adobe releases replacement

Adobe Audition is multitrack recording software tor Windows-

based PCs. Previously named Cool Edit Pro 2.1, this product was
acquired from Syntrillium Software in May 2003. Adobe Audition
is available as a stand-alone product or in the new Adobe Video
Collection. Registered users of Cool Edit Pro 2.x can obtain a free
upgrade to Adobe Audition. Previous version register users includ-
ing Cool Edit 2000 can upgrade for $99.

wwviskibe.com

Burk Technology ships Lynx 4.2
Version 4.2 of the Lynx software for the GSC3000 and VRC2500

transmitter remote control systems is now available. The new
version features automatic report printing and custom user privi-
leges, along with more flexibility in how users manage multiple
connection settings

www.burk.com

Netia develops for Pocket PC
Netia has enterec the wireless world by completing its range of

digital Radio -Assist software with a first product for Pocket PC. The
new version of Insider is called Insider Pocket PC. This intranet-
based lookup program is designed to give quick access to any
multimedia item in a database

www.neua.net

Audioscience releases software
The Hardware Programming Interface iHPI) audio adap-

ter driver software is available as source code under the
General Public License (GPL) open source license. The HPI
allows application developers to exploit the advanced
digital processing features that Audioscience cards feature.
The source code is available on the company's website
under the download section.

wmamioximme.com

Eventide ships Reverb 2016
The sound of Eventide's 5P2016 reverb has been recre-

ated in the Reverb 2016, manufactured by Princeton
Digital. The reverb features dedicated controls and menu -

tree operation in a 1 RU, roadworthy chassis. The unit
recreates the original reverb algorithms of the Eventide
SP2016-stereo room. room reverb and high density plate,
as well as new enhanced versions of each algorithm.

www.eveniide.com

V -Soft adds ZIP Code search tool
he ZIP Code -signal look -up tool can tied the signal

strength of AM and FM stations at ZIP Code centers any-
where in the United States. The feature is a free V -Soft
Communications' website service.

wav-sotsom/TipSignal

I )

Truthful
-44A1101111111111L-

AC1

pm. ; .

'The Benchttttt rk is a killer. I've only had it plugged in for okay hours, sand gain -numbed to the Weiss and my TC and
the Benchmark sounds III spacious less -diem width and depth 112Idean 13) robust NI solid (5) pure"
Rob Katz - Mastering Lngmeer - Domain, Orlando, FL

The two -channel DAC1 is perhaps one of the more significant recent advances in digital-aLdio
conversion technology.

It provides some of the finest digital -to -analog conversion through 96 -kHz. and will play back 192 -kHz
with a 48 -kHz analog bandwidth. The performance of the DAC1 is unrivaled. THD+N is an astonishing
-108 dB measured at -3 dBFS, at any playback frequency, at any sample rate, with any degree of
input litter You can now hear detail that was previously masked bi litter induced artifacts. If the
recording was exceptional. you1I hear it, if it wasn't. you'll hear that as well. The secret? UltraLock
technology.

The DAC1 is essential equipmmt for any location that requires uncolored monitoring Locations such
as mastering and recording studios, broadcast facilities and even high -end home audio environments.
The price? An unbelievably low $795 Call today and experience what is certainly one of the finest
DACs in the world

ilk. measure til excellence,.

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
800-262-4675

www.BenchmarkMedia.corn

It's New!

Fl,pt
Fl -S00

IFlipJack FJ-500
3 channel cell phone interface

Two headphone jacks
I  Two Mic inputs & Line Input

Connection To A
Standard Telephone Line.
Operates on "AA' batteries
or external power
Balanced Line Level Output
Small Size: 1.5"H x 4.8"W x 4.5"D

Tuner input for off-ai- monitoring
 LED level indicator

www.conex -electro.com

CONEX SYSTEMS' I
LE 1111

1602 Carolina St. PO. Box 67 Bellir gharn. WA 98227
I 360-734-4323 FAX 360-676-4822

EMAIL conex 4conex-electro corn 800-645-1061
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New Products

Digital audio router
Z -Systems

OptiPatch: This 1RU audio router accom-
modates 15 sets of eight -channel ADAT or
two -channel S/PDIF ports, for a total I/O
capacityof 120asynchronous digital chan-
nels. Routing is accomplished by a single
front -panel button. The OptiPatch+ and
the smaller OptiPatch offer up to 99 I/O
crosspoint routing patterns. Users simply connect rear -
panel inputs and outputs to digital audio
sources and destinations, press a single front -
panel button and the patch is created.

352-371-0990; fax 352-371-0093

www.z-sys.com; z-sys@z-sys.com

Safety system
Will -Burt

D-TEC Emergency Bypass System: This
product allows operators to override the
company's D-TEC ac field detection sys-
tem during rare occurrences of commu-
nication malfunctions or false trips. Ben-
efits of the system include operator safer
and enhanced success in delivering live
transmissions from the field. The safety
system provides ac field detection, object
proximity detection, tilt sensor detection
and above the mast illumination. D-TEC
also features a built-in anticollision sys-
tem that automatically stops mast exten-
sion, providing added protection for the
operator and equipment from overhead
hazards. The system features a spring -
loaded key switch and two spring -loaded
push button switches that are located in
different positions. This ensures that two
personals evaluate an area for a safe mast
extension before the system is activated.
Once activated, an audible siren turns on
followed by an English and Spanish ver-
bal warning announcement stating that
the operators are about to override a
safety system.

330-682-1015: fax 330-684-1190

www.willbort.com;mastIrte@willburtcom
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WEST COAST
Do Tharp
Voice 866.673 9267
C&1818.398.7 314
Errol dthap@s3nsrcorn

SOUTH-WEST
Tyler Callis
Cell 817.312.6338
Email tylerAllis@integntyc.orn

CENTRAL
Berme OBsie n
Cell 7:  695 ' 714
Email Y.-mecb@eardlinicriet

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice  100.245.4307
Fax 511583.1343
Email ir sctx c-11@rnaryschr elle.com

MID -SOUTH
Bob MP ybea
Voice E77.1 2650
Fax 25,5543..1535
Email teomaiiben@usanet

NDRTH-EAS-
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.712.6315
ax 908.722'-359
Pager 877.79-2.8324
Enaisansncrti@aol.corn

MID-ATLAAT)C
Curls Uneaten
Vcice 410.34E .9325
mar 410.348-4
.572a/ ke3rnogrpaaiton.net

OPTIMOD-FM 8400 vB
MUSICAL CONSISTEACY THAT BRANCE YOUR SOUND.

SCMS,INC
YOU vW)W NF -W114 RAIG-0 Trade-ins welcome

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.589.45413

www.scmsinc.com
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New Products

Codec router
enhancement

Tieline Technology America
I -mix Digital Matrix: Combining a compact
remote digital mixer with a built-in 15kHz
POTS, POTS/ISDN or wireless codec, the new
router software allows operators to route
any mixer input to any mixer output. For
example, the user can choose mic/line

Stepping
up To...

Many have realized the benefits of going

HD Radio with BE, as orders for new

equipment and system designs have

poured in since last year. Entercom,

Clear Channel, Greater Media, Crawford

Broadcasting, RPasley Broadcast Group,

WJLD-AM (first non -experimental AM

station to broadcast HD Radio), and

many more have chosen BE to help

them prepare for the future-the
HD Radio future.

'We're excited about the impact
of HD on the future of Radio.
BEY solutions have the flexibility
to make our implementations
easy and cost-effective."

Bob Demuth, Vice President
and Chief Technology Officer
Beasley Broadcast Group. Inc.

Take your first step towards tomorrows

new radio format by calling BE at
888-232-3268 or visit us on line at
www.bdcast.com.

INNEJA 888-232-3268
www.bdcast.com

HD Radio is the Format of the Future.
And the future has Arrived.

2003. HD Radio Is o trademark of iBiquity. The BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics. Inc

ik
- - - - -

FLT-114.110110,

inputs 1, 3 and 4 to be routed to the main
program feed encoder while the return
decoded audio plus inputs 2 and 5 can be
routed to the PA. Any input can be set as
a cue interface and routed to any head-
phone output. All headphone outputs can
be split for any cue, communications or
main program combinations.

311-259-8000; fax 317-259-8040

www.nehne.com; sales@tieline.com

Mixers
Soundcraft USA/BSS
Audio

Spirit E series: The mixer family includes
the E6, E8, E12 and ES models. Each
features a new mic preamp that provides
a wide gain range of 55dB and 22dB of
headroom through the console. Profes-
sional 48V phantom power is available to
accommodate condenser microphones.
The Peak LED taps the signal at multiple
points to indicate overloads in several
parts of the channel strip,and the LED lights
more brightly as the signal approaches the
peak point. Each channel hasa long -throw
100mm fader. The E6,E8 and E12 have six,
eight and 12 mono inputs respectively. The
FS has 10 stereo inputs and four mono
inputs. Two of these stereo inputs are
equipped with equalized phono preamps.
All models have two auxiliary buses.

818-920-3212; fax 615-361-9046

www.soundcraft.com: mfo@soundcraftcom
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October 1-3 2003
Pennsylvania Convention Center, Philadelphia

'nesday, Cctober 1
Super Session

John Walsh
America's Most Wanted

. ABC Radio Networks

NAB Marconi Radio Awards
Reception, Dinner & Show

Master of Ceremonies
Steve Harvey

. Comediar & Host
KKBT-FM, Los Angeles
Syndicated by Radio One
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Keynote Address

Rush Limbaugh
Premiere Radio Networks
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Matthew Ragas
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Group Executive Session

p

Moderator

Sean Hannity
The Sean Hannity Show
ABC Radio Networks

Group Executives Including:

Mary Quass
NewRadio Group, Ll

John Hogan

Sponsored by:



New Products

USB audio/MIDI interface
Tascam/Teac Professional
US -122: Designed as an affordable inter-
face to send audio and MIDI to and from

computers,this interface is Mac and Win-
dows compatible. It features two

XLR-based, phantom -pow-
ered mic inputs with analog
inserts that allow hardware
devices to be placed into the

recording signal chain. Two
line -level inputs on balanced

'/4" TRS jacks are included and
are switchable to guitar -level for

direct instrument recording. Its two
line -level outputs provide control for

levels, and a dedicated headphone
output is also included. This product

also offers 16 channels of

We Can Fix It!
Quick, cost-effective & expert solutions

for your rectifier requirements

www.rectifiers.com
800 649 6370

MIDI I/O for use with syn-
thesizers and other MIDI
equipment.

323-726-0303

fax 323-727-7635

vivivi.tascam.com

tascamlit@tascam.com

USB audio Interface
Creative Labs

Sound

Blaster Extigy: This audio
interface provides notebook and desktop users with a
quality interface through the USB port. The interface
delivers 24-bit/96kHz multichannel audio playback and
100dB signal-to-noise ratio. It can function independent
of the PC as a Dolby Digital decoder. The included
PlayCenter 3 software allows users to rip MP3 and WMA
music files at 320kb/s and then organize, customize and
record MP3 music. This unit easily plugs into any avail-
able USB port on a PC or notebook. Connect the PC or
notebook to most digital entertainment devices such as
DVD players, CD and MP3 players, MIDI devices, stereo
and multichannel speakers or headphones. Featured
ports include Optical and MIDI In/Out, S/PDIF-ln, Line -In
and Mic-In.

1-800-998-1000; fax 1-405-624-6180

www.ameticasseative.cora

-t

C
C

Announcing the 2nd Annual
Radio Magazine Buyers Guide:

The Radio Industry Sourcebook of Equipment, Services & Technology

After the successful launch of the 2003 Buyers Guide, Radio magazine
is assembling the latest products and services in its 2004 Buyers Guide.
This reference edition includes:

 Company contact information
 Featured suppliers
 Product listings
 Company listings
 Company Profiles/Field Reports
 And more

Don't miss out on this special issue. To subscribe to Radio magazine,
visit www.beradio.com and click on the link under Subscriptions.
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Now shipping with
advanced features
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A new codec with Advanced Audio Coding
for use over the Internet, ISDN or DSL

The newest codec from CCS/
MUSICAM USA does it all! While
maintaining compatibility with
existing coders, NetStar opens a
new realm of connection capabili-
ties. NetStar .-nt send and receive
full fidelity, real-time stereo audio
not only via IffDN and dedicated
data lines, but also via IP.

NetStar contains not only sthndard
coding algorithms Mc G.711, G.722,
MPEG 1 & 2 Layer 2 and MPEG 1 & 2
Layer 3, but also the latest MPEG 2
Ad% arced Audio Coding (AAC) and
MPEG 4 AAC-Low Delay.

MUSICAM USA

NetStar can even connect bi-
directionally via IP with
uncompressed linear audio and
near -zero delay!

NetStar automatically recognizes the
calling codec, and even comes with
its own built-in web server for easy
remote control from any web
browser. And, because living within
your budget is essential, NetStar is
not only our most capable codec
ever, l's also our most affordable.

Contact us, or your authorized CCS/
MUSICAM USA dealer for details

MUSICAM USA
670 North deers Street, Bldg #4
Hplmc61, NJ 07733 USA
7.32-739-5f.00
732-739-1E18 fax
s3lesttmusioamusa.com
www.nusic:musa.com

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc



LX -6105

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
 Self -setting time code

readers
 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com
310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA

New Products

Modular
audio console

Sierra Automated
Systems

Indigo: Built in a partner-
ship with Ward -Beck, this
analog console can be
tightly integrated with SAS routers. The console can be equipped with individual
router inputselect directlyon the input modu:e. Based on theWard-Beck R2Kseries,
which was first introduced in 1998, the console will be marketed in the United States
exclusively through SAS and its dealer network.

818-840-6749; fax 818-840-6751; rimv.sasaudio.com; sales©sasaudio.con

111rXoc.

KVM extenders
Adder Technology

X -series: The X -Gold, X -Dual and X-KVM

provide extension of
all keyboard, monitor,
mouse, serial and au-

dio signals, enabling re-
mote control of a PC or KVM

switch via 650' of UTP cable. The X -
Series features scalability based on modular construction, which can be used in a
stand-alone environment or rack -mounted.

888-932-3337; tax 888-275-1111; twow.addenec.com: enquiry@addertecxem

Acoustics First®
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

The 1014 AcoustiKif

The 1014 AcoustiKit is the small control
room package wish real studio Art Diffusors'.

Acoustics First combines these in one bo: with Cutting Wedge' foam,
Bermuda Triangle Traps- and specific instructions for installation.

The 1014 AcoustiKit is everything you need for a 10' X 14' control room,
without buying more than you need.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web:httpfiwww.acousticsfirst.com
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P-2
P-3

WP -4

fl I Prlc
506 I j S251

800 650

$951
I 1,250

111P2-4 4 2,000 W

filP3-5 5 3,000 W

MP3-6 I bra 3,000 W

er Cr -

Model is ys Max. Input Por.uer

6P-1 1 1,500 W

GP -2 2 3,000 W

GP -3 3 4,500 W

GP -4 6,100 W

GP -5 5 6,100 W

GP- 6 8,000 W

S1,75

$2,2

S2,700

Price

S350

S1,350

S1,800

S2,500

S2,900

S3,500

VHrn Power Cirt
Model 110. Bays Max. Input Payer Price

SGP-1 1 3,900 W $650

SGP-2 2 6,000 W S2,450

SGP-3 3 8,000 W S3,500

SGP-4 4

SGP-5 5

SGP-6 6
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8,000 W

15,000 W

$4,300

S5,100

S5,910

S6,500
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Sales Department for other

antenna systems configurations

AMERICA
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Field Reuort

example,you can read a signal's frequen-
cy at the A input while writing itsvalue into
an Excel spreadsheet. This powerful sys-
tem can be applied to an endless range of
manufacturing, research and studio sup-
port applications.

The dScope products continue to evolve.
Recently,PrismSound announced 192kHz
sample rate support, and all dScope Ill
units in the field will receive free updates.
The company also introduced a multi-
channel routerthat matesw th the dScope
to facilitate multichannel measurements.

The dScope Series III ; p wverful audio
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-he dScope Ill architecture, showing the system's overall low.

test and measurement system, with high performance and
full automation capability, in a compact, roadworthy pack-
age. Offering a combination of analog and digital source
and input capability (especially with the ability to perturb
the digital output carrier and examine the results), the
dScope matches the capabilities of all but the top -of -the -
line competitive products.

Hall is a technology consultant in San Francisco.

PrismSound

III 973-983-9577

F. 973-983-9588

www.prismsound.com

Esales@prismsound.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well -
qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or consult-
ing company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the
results of any device tested, positive or negative. No report
should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by
Radio magazine.

Tr -CI 5e.Str,

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabricating
award winning furniture for
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a 10 -year warranty.
Our complete one -stop -
shop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring.
switches and
components,conference
rooms, reception desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and a clear
understanding of each
client's application allows us
to produce your showplace
tailored to your budget.

1.1 T -'1_11.1.110.1f

TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

m2ger@magersystems.com
'mww.magersystems.com

Vintour website for more information

WBAA

Purdue University

Touch SE nsitive Switches & Keyboards

MSI

Introduces
our new

award winning
"Sound Choice"

furniture. Our
modular in stock
furniture boasts

unsurpassed quality
for the economical

budget with a 10 -year
limited warranty.

See details on
our website.
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pattern, which indicates the basic integrity of digital audio
data transmission. This display is vital to evaluate digital
audio routing and distribution components. The jitter
component also can be demodulated and routed to the
analyzer input, showing the exact amplitude and spectrum
of sample -clock jitter.

The application's full capability for signal sweeps,across
amplitude and frequency, allows the user to quickly
profile a device across the full -range sig-
nals. Results can be viewed graphically,
printed or recorded as tabular data.

For device qualification, such as D/A
converters and digital mixers that receive
digital audio information,the system's dig-
ital -output controls provide for controlled
degradation of the carrier signal, applying
defined percentages of jitter (with various
spectral characteristics), as well as differ-
ential or common -mode interference.
These capabilities are essential to charac-
terize the robustness of a digital audio
component or system.

The system provides such a wealth of
information that finding an optimal Win-
dows configuration onscreen can be chal-
lenging. Fortunately, the software's multi-
ple pages allow various panels to be
distributed sensibly, with alternate views
of information. Configurations of screen
displays can be saved along with full
system setup information.

Scripting features
The dScope provides an entire bench

of audio test equipment in a single, por-
table system. But the whole point of
connecting a set of audio instrumenta-
tion to a computer is to hook it to a
computer. This product's primary cus-
tomers are manufacturers, researchers
and large station and network facilities
that need to measure the performance
of large amounts of audio equipment, as
efficiently as possible, and collect the
results into reports and statistics.

The system includes a detailed scripting
environment that is based on Windows
Visual Basic Script (VBScript) and OLE.
Every setting and reading the unit is capa-
ble of is accessible via a comprehensive set
ofVBScript methods and properties. Scripts
can be executed by an operator or in
response to any system event defined in an
Event Manager window. Because most
major Windows applications support the
VBScript and OLE interfaces, manying
dScope to computer and network systems
becomes quite simple.

Of course, with hundreds of application -
specific calls available, it is easy to get mired
in documentation. Luckily,dScope's Script
Editing window lets you drag -and -drop
individual methods and properties into a
shell from a well -organized hierarchy. For

StudioHub

MOT

"Th

on Location

OR RACING NETWORK

e Voice of NASCAR

Runs on STUD  HUI3-1:
,- 

R ADIO

RADIO SYSTEMS' StudioHub+®
Wiring Solution is used exclusively

throughout MRN's new remote

broadcast facility.

This impressive, new 53' double

slide-out/double deck remote

vehicle is equipped with 3 digital
studios, ISDN, POTS and Data

Links and multiple track -side

broadcaster pick-ups. The mobile

facility will begin service this May,

providing live race coverage to
MRN's 700+ affiliate network.

Jim Moody, Chief Engineer of Studio
MRN, selected StudioHub+® for

the vehicle wiring because of its
analog and digital compatibility
and easy re -wiring ability.

6oi Heron Drive, Logan Township, New Jersey 08085

(856) 467-8000 yoke (856) 467-3o44 fax

www.radlosystems.com
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Field Report

PrismSound dScope Series III
By Gary S. Hall

11;Ips better known for its Dream Series of
nu -compromise A/D and D/A converters
and Maselec high-performance analog
processors, PrismSound started develop-
ing the dScope Series of test instruments
a few years ago, initially for its own in-
house needs. PrismSound recognized
that manufacturers, researchers and stu-
dios could use a cost-effective, high -reso-
lution audio test system with automation
capabilities, and so dSzcpe was born.

After in:ensive beta test-
ing, the latest version-
dScopeSeries III-is now
ready for full release.

Description
This est system inter-

faces t3 a Windows PC
via a si rgle USB connec-
tion. The hardware pro-
vides stereo test signals
in analog and digital for-
mats, analog and digital
stereo inputs for return
of the :ested device, dig-
ital -reference sync input
and output, and monitor
outpt is for its signal

Performance at a Dance
Small, portable design

No hardware calibration nef ded

Wide range of test functior s

Compatible with other Wir dows programs

Stereo VO

generator and analyzer functions. The
dScope Series III application (currently at
version 0.99) provides the system's control
and read back. Without the controlling
computer and software, effective audio
testing cannot take place.

While the dScope can be rackmounted
with the appropriate hardware, its approx-
imate 12" x 9" footprint makes fora good
fit with a host laptop computer, thereby
creating a portable, no -compromise

audio test system.
A basic system signal flow chart is shown in Figure 1. The

stereo analog generator provides parallel -output XLR and
BNC connectors; the digital generator outputs are on XLR,
BNC and Toslink optical ports. Analog and digital returns
from the tested unit are provided in the same connection
formats, while sync -reference inputs are only offered on
XLR and BNC. Monitor outputs are via BNCs, and as an
additional benefit for mobile applications, the system's
headphone output and internal speaker offer a quick
check of what the unit is doing. A front grounding post is
provided. The rear panel has a reference -sync output on
BNC and XLR and the USB connection to the host computer.
Also on the rear is a DSNet connector to network multiple
systems under a common host,with a four -wide DIP switch
to set unit addresses in DSNet.

Up and running
Because the system requires a hardware unit, Prism -

Sound was able to forego copy protection. Simply connect
the USB port on the hardware unit to a PC runningWindows
98 or 2000, install the application from CD and start it. The
hardware unit is immediately recognized, and the dScope
workspace and toolbars appear on the screen.

On startup, the user sees an empty workspace with a set
of menu selections and buttons. Most of these open tileable,
non -modal dialog boxes to set I/O parameters, generator
signal characteristics and display analysis results. With
these, any desired test, including sweeps and measure-
ments of AES-3 signal quality, jitter and rise/fall times can be
quickly set. For example,to test a stereo A/D converter, plug
the analog outs (XLR or BNC) to the ADC's input and
connect a digital out (XLR, BNC or optical) to dScope's
digital input. For system validation, the signal generator
outputs can be looped back to analyzer inputs using
internal relays or external cabling.

In the software application, open the dialogs for signal
generator, digital inputs, signal analyzer and continuous
time detector. This setup allows the user to control test
signals, determine the digital return's integrity, and read
level and noise/distortion in the converted signal. Basic
audio test bench operations also can be performed.

On the next level, a user can enable the Trace window,
which overlays display of the raw waveform with residual
noise and distortion signals with contrasting color traces.
More powerful, this offers the option of an FR' frequency
analysis to view the spectrum of the raw signal or of the
distortion analyzer's residual output. The residual also can
be routed to audio monitoring, allowing quick analysis by
ear of even the lowest -level distortion components.

Other windows provide detailed views of the AES/EBU
signal with a clear indication of signal jitter and the eye
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stations and a table that provides direct access to the FCC
database information for each station. In addition to
changing the database information in your study,you can
also pull up a pattern editor for any station and change
its parameters to immediately see the pattern changes on
the screen. The Nighttime Allocation Study modules do
all of this in addition to providing skywave evaluation
calculations. Once executed, the nighttime modules
quickly bring up a table of all pertinent
AM station database records for the
U.S. and International stations. The
user can select, adjust, add or delete
any records to the study as desired.
Both the daytime and nighttime study
modules provide tables with rad-
iation limits.

One of the best features of AM -Pro is
its Nighttime Study module's pattern
evaluation routine. After doing a night-
time study the user can push a button
marked "pattern" and instantly pull up
a circular plot with marks showing all
of the protected station limits around
the pattern. The marks are green if the
existing pattern toward the protected
station has a radiation value less than
the limit, and red if the radiation ex-
ceeds the limit (the user can adjust or
manipulate things like augmented
pattern data and measured conduc-
tivity data).
Gluck is the vice president of technical
research for Salem Communications,
Camarillo, CA.

V -Soft

F

W

E

800-743-3684

319-266-9212

www.v-soft.com

jbyers@v-soft.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclu-
sive Radio magazine feature for radio
broadcasters. Each report is prepared b.
well -qualified staff at a radio station, pro-
duction facility or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the in-
dustry, for the industry. Manufacturer sup-
port is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio maga-
zine to publish the results of any device
tested, positive or negative. No report
should be considered an endorsement or
disapproval by Radio magazine.

The Nighttime module's
pattern evaluation

routine allows users to
study protected

station.limits.
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Today's audio requires careful attention to precise level control...
Simultaneous display of Peak & Average. See the actual loudness of program

content with the Dorrough ballistics based on Time and Amplitude.
Select from 6 different models including AES/EBU meters.

Features common to all models:
Peak hold functions  Sum/Difference  Alarms for audio loss and full scale

Scale selection for 14dB and 20dB of headroom
AES/EBU includes more features

R
A wired remote for accessiig

phase from the 280 analog and 28
digital reading meters

Display the functions of L
Sum/Diff, Phase, Over3

Display/Overs Reset, 3 sec. Pe
Hold, Peak Hold Permanent, and

Reference Mode. Red alarm status
lights for Phase, BSC, and Pull

Scale.

Model RW-100

Please visit our web site
www.dorrough.com

Darrow& Electrodes Inc. 5221 Collier Place  Woodland HIS, CA 91364
Tel: 1818) 998-2824 Fax:1818) 998-1507

dorro
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Field Resort

C.) V -Soft AM -Pro
By Carl E. Gluck, ( PRE

An Atlas -style coverage
map with labeled
contours and pop
counts.

lie Technical Research Department at Sa-
lem Communications has been providing
research on potential station acquisitions
t, the company's leadership since 1994.
Although there are many software op-
tions for evaluating FM stations, there are
few software packages to evaluate AM
stations. AM -Pro is perhaps the newest
package available, and it is proving to be

one of the best.
Introduced about a year

ago,AM-Pro is a broadcast
coverage and allocation
software tool offered byV-
Soft Communications.

Evaluating an AM sta-
tion's existing coverage
and allocation con-
straints requires an un-
derstanding of FCC rules,
agreements, treaties, poli-
cies and procedural ex-
ceptions. With that under-
standing, engineers need
a powerful tool to quickly
cut through the mathe-
matics and propagation
predictions. AM -Pro is
such a tool.

What It does
AM -Pro is a multifunction module that

guides the user through AM s-ation cover -

Performance at a glance

Performs all AM studies

Applies M3 or R2 data as needed

Creates atlas -style maps

Plots ground -wave and sky -wave contours

Performs RSS studies

Analyzes sky -wave coverage

User -selectable control

age and allocation evaluations for any AM
station in the United States.

Like all of V-Soft's software, AM -Pro auto-
matically integrates records out of the FCC
database (actually the FCC data is crunched

into a file AM -Pro uses which may be downloaded period-
ically from theV-Soft website). It also obtains data from an
M3 conductivity data base,the U.S.Census database and the
USGS Polygon and Tiger Map databases to create accurate
coverage plots and potential audience population data.

How it works
The program begins by providing the user with five

options: AM Coverage Study; AM Daytime Allocation Study;
Single Station RSS Study; AM Night Allocation Study (sky-
wave/RSS); and AM Night Allocation (groundwave - using
daytime rules).

To create an AM station coverage map,select the station
record using the software's menus. A detailed, atlas -style
map pops up,showing the station's transmitter site. From
there select any contour value desired (groundwave or
skywave) and have it plotted on the map. A distance to
contour file (.DTC file) can also be produced that may be
used in other software modules. The user may literally
produce a coverage map showing a daytime and a
nighttime coverage contour for a particular station in less
than a minute.

Unlike FM coverage plots, where you can use the same
contours 24 hours a day to show coverage, AM coverage
plots vary between the daytime and the nighttime hours,
often dramatically. The single biggest handicap many
brokers, owners and station engineers face in making a
nighttime coverage map is defining nighttime interference
free (NIF) contour value. It is a different value for each AM
station. The FCC defines this value through a root sum
square calculation that can be confusing. With AM -Pro, a
Single Station RSS Study can also be done quickly. Simply
pull up the nighttime record for the station under study,
make sure the study defaults are set up (e.g., FCC 1992
Skvwave Rules, 10 percent or 50 percent time, and whether
or not you want first -adjacent stations considered), and hit
OK. On my computer it takes less than 1 second to get a
nice table screen full of data, including the 50 percent IFRSS
NlFcontourvalue. Because this value can vary from as little
as 2mV/m or 3mV/m to as much as 40mV/m or 50mV/m,
knowing the value is important before trying to predict a
particular station's night coverage area. Note that accuracy
depends on the user's understanding of FCC procedures
and of how to properly cull out the potential interfering
database records.

AM -Pro lets the user determine how a study will be done.
Users can clip contours at the ocean, include every Class
A regardless of distance, select the number of points per
contour,automatically remove pending applications,and
remove U.S. stations with a blank domestic status. The
Daytime Allocation study quickly brings up a map show-
ing co- and adjacert-channel protected/interfering
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Innovation

Wo 's first 1000 ldlow
W transmitter on the air

Ilan Cried PrAar
Lion of ITIS, Renne , Met.

Harris and PBS launched DTV Express
DicjiDog debuted at NA81998
lac Products acquired

1999: Grand Openi Mason,

ut h Automation, acquir

2002: Dexstar AM/FM HD Radio Exciter
introduced at NAB2002 '1,11""et--f.

radio and television transmission sys-
tems (U.S. and European standards)
and digital cable systems;

 Studio Products and Systemsoffe-
ing radio and televi-
sion studio products
including the BMX-
digifaP1" and Legacy

On -Air Digital Con-
soles and the recent-
ly introduced Vis-
taMaxml Audio Man-
agement Hub, digital
audio precondition-
ing technology,
which enables 5.1 sur-

round sound and
supplemental audio
applications, digital
network access solu-
tions, a new approach
to network -wide au-
dio management,
scaleable broadcast management sys-
tems for centralized operations, pre -
wired systems, and custom -designed
and integrated studios, facilities and
networks;

 Harris Automation Solutions de-
veloping ingest-to-playout workflow
management solutions that automate

A recently instal
Maricopa Comm
Phoenix, Arizon

labor-intensive processes, eliminate
duplication, originate live productions
outside of Master Control, and share
media seamlessly throughout a me-

dia enterprise.
Each unit is backed

by the best service,
training and support
in the industry.

led studio at
unity College,

a. got a glimpse of this
technology with the unveiling of Har-
ris' remote control products that fea-
ture computer access capabilities from
literally anywhere in the world via the
Internet. If you imagined that your
transmitter could talk to you via page
or e-mail when problems arise, then
Harris' remote control products, Re -

Future
Forward
Thinking

Looking forward to
radio's digital future,
Harris is deeply im-
mersed in defining
and developing digi-
tal broadcast tech-
nology for the 21st
century. At NAB 2003,
radio broadcasters

2001: Hirschmann MCN, acquired
Harris is first manufacturer to

receive a license from iFiquity
to develop IBOC products

Con and eCDinA, have realized that
vision today. Anc for the future, Harrs
engineers promise even more con-
nectivity and synergy in the digital a r

BMXdigitarm on -air
console ;above) with the
VistaMaxT" (right)
delivers
state -of -the art network -

0.410.00.0.00.0

ing capabilities.

chain as IT wireless and RF merge.
This is an exciting time for all of us n

the broadcas: industry as we explo-e
exciting new broadcast formats and
opportunities. h many ways, we a -e
like those early broadcast pioneers
who had to literally invent the radio!
television business as we re-inve nt
this mass media, all over again.
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Harris Broadcast Congratulates
Radio Magazine for Ten Years
of Broadcast History
After a Decade, Harris Continues to Lead the

Way in Radio Broadcast Technology
Harris Broadcast Communications,

founded in 1922 as Gates Radio, has
always blazed the way in develop-
ing cutting -edge broadcast technol-
ogy. From its humble beginnings in
a rented apartment in Quincy IL
Harris has rapidly grown to become
a global digital technology power-
house providing products, systems
and services to customers in more
than 125 countnes.

During its 804 -
year history,Har-
ris Broadcast
Communica-
tions has intro-
duced well over
70 major tech-
nological break-
throughs-im-
portant "firsts"
including many

world standards that have literally
changed the way our world sees and
hears itself.

I I

II

Innovation Leader
In radio alone, Harris has pioneered

such inventions as the condenser
microphone and remote amplifier,
radio automation system, solid-state
AM transmitter and MW exciter, dig-
ital FM exciter and all -digital FM air -
chain, and the world's first uncom-
pressed digital 950MHz Studio -to -
Transmitter Link (STL). Harris also
has developed the AM modulation
standards used by virtually every
transmitter manufacturer, including
Pulse Duration Modulation (PDM),
Polyphase PDM, Pulse Step Modula-
tion, Digital Amplitude Modulation
and Digital Adaptive Modulation.

As over -the -air radio broadcasters
in the United States begin their tran-
sition from analog to the digital broad-
casting - HD Radio, Harris is setting
the pace with the development of
core technologies that will provide a
smooth, safe and cost-effective mi-
gration path. The sky is quite literally

the limit when it comes to the possibil-
ities and opportunities that HD Radio
offers with datacasting over a wider
broadcast"pipeline". Broadcasters will
be able to scroll text information for
songs, news, scores and weather infor-
mation. A growing number of new cars
offer or will offer a Global Positioning
System (GPS) unit that will eventually
enable broadcasters to tailor their text
messages with personalized and local-
ized information.

As radio's digital leader, Harris is the
only manufacturer with solutions for all
digital standards and has the largest
installed based of HD Radio- and DRM-
capable transmitters and DAB systems.
Harris also offers an utterly flexible fam-
ily of STIs and network access solu-
tions including the Intraplex line and
the world's first 950MHz uncompressed

The 165,000 sq. ft. Harris Broadcast Headquarters
houses Harris' Advanced Digital Engineering Center.

digital STL, a full range of PR&E con-
soles from full -featured yet cost-effec-
tive standalone models to full network-
ing platforms, and complete end -to -
end systems.

Harris Opens Advanced
Digital Engineering
Center

A milestone mid -way through Radio
magazine's first decade for Harris was
the grand opening of the Broadcast
Communications Division's new corpo-
rate headquarters and Advanced Digital
Engineering Center in Deerfield Town-
ship,northeast of Cincinnati3OH,in 1999.

The new 165,000 square foot corpo-
rate headquarters centralized Harris'
three broadcast business units with
key design and engineering resourc-
es, and features state-

of-the-art laborato-
ries for technical de-
velopment, a high-
aower transmitter
:est laboratory, ware-
housing shipping
and support servic-
es for the thousands
of products that Har-
ris distributes, and a
systems assembly
area for building
newsgathering and
production trucks
and staging radio and television sys-
tems projects.

During dedication ceremo-
n ies at the new headquarters,
Bruce M. Allan, president and
general manager of Harris'
Broadcast Communications
Division, noted,"The digitiza-
tion of broadcasting is rapid-
ly blurring the lines between
television and radio" Mr. Al-
lan said. "Today's technical
innovations in one area very
often will have significant ap-
plications in another area.We
are already seeing the bene-

f is of a single strategic location in
terms of efficiency and operational
effectiveness."

Bruce M. Allan,
president and
general
manager, Harris
Broadcast

End -to -End Digital
Solutions

Today Harris is focused on provid-
ing the most responsive end -to -end
digital solutions in hardware, software,
systems integration and services for
the delivery,automation and manage-
ment of digital audio, video and data
with its three business units:

- Transmission Systems designing,
engineering and manufacturing the
world's #1 line of analog and digital
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The Best 10 Years of Radio magazine

1996 & 1997
Time Line
1996
 The EIA RBDS rol lout continues in markets 11

through 25 in an effort to bolster the acceptance of
the technology.
 The FCC streamlines antenna registration procedures
for sites that require special FAA clearance.
 Radio ownership rules are relaxed, removing the
total station cap. Station facility consolidation
begins to grow two years after duopoly rules are
adopted.

 Telecom Act enacts that stations that are si lent for
12 months forfeit their license.
 More stations look to computer -based audio storage.
 In June, the NRSC begins a series of lab tests on
high-speed FM subcarriers.

 FCC tower registration rules go into effect in July.
 Stations learn how to best deal with unattended
operation rules.

 The EIA DAB field tests begin in San Francisco.
USADR does not participate.

 As part of the 1997 budget, the U.S. Government
revenue expectations for S -band satellite radio
spectrum auctions are approved.

1997
 The EAS rules go into full effect.
 ISDN use reaches commonplace status.
 Uncompressed digital STLs are introduced.
 The N RSC comp letes the laboratory phase of its FM

s bcarrier high-speed data tests. Field tests are
scheduled forWGAR-FM, Cleveland and WKSU-FM,
Kent OH.

 The IP Mu lticast protocol is discussed as the next
step in Internet broadcasting.
 Expanded AM hand allocation plans begin.
 The FCC auctions two sate) lite radio licenses.
 USA Digital Radio and Lucent announce plans to
work together on a single I BOC system.

 Senator John McCain introduces legislation to
removetheTV/newspaper cross -ownership ban.

 The United States and Canada amend their
agreement to allow an increase in power for FM
translators to 250W and Class A stations to 6kW.
 FCC Chairman Reed Hundt announces plans to
resign. William Kennard is appointed to the FCC in
October and is named chairman in November.

More online
See the Pick Hits from 1996 and 1997 and a gallery of
past covers. Click on the 10Year logo at
wwwberadio.com.

Continuing our retrospective of the past 10 years of Radio magazine, we look at
the years 1996 and 1997. Since our first issue in January 1994, the radio industry
has changed in many ways. Through these installments we will recall the changes
in technology, FCC rules and our industry in general. These changes have made
radio what it is today, and Radio magazine has been there all along-and will
continue to be there.

You read it in Radio magazine
Computer -based radio

In March 1 9%, we investigated the

new role that computers were playing

with audio storage, data storage and
file retrieval for radio. Cart machine
replacement, audio editing and
paperless logs all relied on the
emergi ng use of PCs.

"Today, the most important piece of

computer -based gear-and thusthe one

that should be chosen most carefully-
is the digital audio on -air delivery

system. Especially for an on -air studio,
thoughtful consideration should begiven to the interface that the DJ/operator must use."

In the September 1996 issue, we took this a step further and detailed the terms and
concepts of computers to specific uses for audio; a practice that is second nature today.

"The major computer -industry issue of how to store and retrieve data faster and more

reliably is being addressec in a multitude of ways today, and most of those wi I I affect
broadcasters soon."

Advances in remote
The July 1996 issuediscussed the

new technology behind remote
broadcasts. ISDN codecs were
proving their value, frequency
extenders were still holding or as
POTS codecs began ma ki ig a mark,

and RPU was feeling the squeeze of
frequency congestion. We also
discussed portable mixers,
microphones and the importance of
mix -minus.

"The maturi ng of Integrated Se -vices

broadcastingIs=
(N114 SI

LI
14:4- 1 :v4
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Digital Network (ISDN) service across the country and around the world is making it
the service of choice for movingaudio in real-timefrom point to point."

"For those interested in feeding I ive stereo music from remote locations, invers
multiplex ingsystems are available that can combine up to three BRI ISDN lines."

Production productivity
:seating
content

.":=4=1-.
wow warm

C

Computer -based audio systems grew

in popularity by January 1997, most
likely due to increased processor
speeds (the Pentium processor was

introduced in 1993) and reduced costs
for memory and hard drive space.

"DAWs are available in three basic
types, defined by the computer upon
which they run: the Apple Macintosh,
the IBM PC or a non-standard

('proprietary' or 'dedicated')
computer"

"The gra \, itv of platform choice has grown recently as the issue of networking
emerges. The days of the si ngle stand-alone DAW are fast receding, with the
sneakernet method of audiotransfer (via removable media) being replaced by local area
network interconnections."
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Translantech Sound
Arians

The Ariane Stereo Audio
Leveler design premise is
to control levels while pre-
serving dynamic quality.
Placed at the beginning

of a station's audio chain, this product analyzes the variation of RMS energy of the audio, and
then dynamically adjusts as needed to bring the program audio to the user -specified target
dynamic range. If needed, the unit will adjust levels with its multiband stereo matrix control
system. The XLR I/O can then feed an all -in -one or peak processor. The four audio bands
can be controlled through the front -panel trimpots. This product is distributed in the United
States by Broadcasters General Store.

www.translantech.com

SCMS, INC
YOU- KNOW- WE- KNOW - RADIO!

SPREAD TOO T
FEELI. G DRA

.014

Ilw

411k
TRY SCMS O

WE C L.

WEST COAST
Doug Tharp
Voice 866.673.9267
Cell 818.398 7314
Email dtharpsan.rrcom

SOUTH-WEST
Tyler Callis
Cell 817.312.6338
Email tylercallis4integrity.com

Ex

26 Years of PersonalService
 CompEtitive Prices for over

600 Quality Manufacturers
of New Equipment

 Huge Stock of Rebuilt
RF and Audio Gear

 Extensive Rental Fleet
(Audio, RF, Codecs, Test
Equipment, and more!)
Trade -Ins Welcomed

F :2). i.I
CENTRAL
Bernie O'Brien
Cell 731.695.1714
Email bernieob,earthlink.net

MID -WEST
Mary Schnelle
Voice 1.800.245.4307
Fax 513.583.1343
Email mschnelkimaryschnelle_com

MID -SOUTH
Bob Mayben
Voice 877.391.2650
Fax 256.543.0595
Email bobmaybenousa.net

NORTH-EAST
Dan Lohse
Voice 908.722.6015
Fax 908.722.4359
Pager 877.792.8024
Email scmsnorthaol.com

MID -ATLANTIC
Chris Singleton
Voice 410.348.9925
Fax 410.348.9924
Email rts@goeaston.net

CORPORATE SALES OFFICE - PINEVILLE, N.C.
Toll FREE 800.438.6040 Fax 704.889.4540

Email salesgscmsinc.com
www.scmsinc.com

Omnia
amnia A/X

S

This software processor runs on a Win-
dows 98, 2000, NT or XP operating sys-
ten and can run on a streaming audio
server simultaneously. It can be used as
a processor for Windows Media, Real,
MP3 and other streaming formats. Ura-
nia A/X looks like a sound card to the host
computer, so it's compatible with most
applications that use the wave in/out
driver interface. Using about 20 percent
of Ihe resources of a 700MHz Pentium III,
multiple copies of the program can be
run. Features include an adjustable
wideband AGC and a three -band com-
prcssor/limiter, an HF EQ and low-pass
filte- and a look -ahead limiter.

www.omniaaudio.com

ICT Impact
Developpement
DBP7+4 in DVP

This processor combines IDT's FFT tech-
noogy with multiband processing. It
features three stages: a seven -band com-
pressor, a four -band limiter and final lim-
iter. The design takes advantage of both
processing approaches. The unit can
accept several IDT plug -ins, including a
stereo enhancer, RBDS encoder and
Doriough metering. System latency is

6rns The unit can store as many as 60
presets and includes a scheduler to change
presets. The front -panel control can be
supplemented with a software interface,
modem interface or optional TCIP/IP in-
terface. It includes stereo analog and
dig tal I/O, a BNC wordclock sync in/out,
a 19kHz pilot output, two subcarrier in-
puts and two composite outputs.

www.idt-fr.com
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Omnia Audio
Omnia-4.5 and Omina-3

Both families of processors are available
on AM, FM and Internet configurations
and feature a 96kHz/24-bit sampling rate.
The 4.5 offers stereo and bass enhance-
ment features, a five -band limiter and a
two -band AGC. The 3 has a three -band
peak limiter, digital audio I/O and ad-
vanced bass management. Both series
include a complement of presets and a PC
card interface for software upgrades. The
4.5 can be controlled through the on-
board Ethernet port. An Ethernet port is
optional on the 3. The 4.5 includes a color
matrix display. The 3 has a two-color
display.

www.omniaaudio.com

Orban
Optimod 8400HD FM

This processor can provide two indepen-
dent peak limiting chains; one for an
analog FM transmission and one for any
non-preemphasized digital transmission.
It takes into account the differences in
analog and digital transmission process-
ing needs. The processor includes a stereo
enhancer, two -band AGC and selectable
five -band or two -band compression/lim-
iting for analog and digital transmission
paths. The analog transmission path then
adds the necessary pre -emphasis and ste-
reo generation. The digital output offers
a look -ahead limiter. The digital process-
ing chain allows users to insert a high
frequency shelving equalizer before or
after the look -ahead limiter.

www.orban.com

IDT Impact Developpement
Digital Band Processor 4
This four -band proces-
sor provides process-
ing power for medium -
market applications. It
includes a stereo encoder and several plug -ins. The unit features a wide -band AGC, two or
four bands of compression and two or four bands of limiting. The crossover frequencies are
adjustable. It operates on a 96kHz sampling rate with a 40 -bit floating internal processor. The
IDT Advanced Peak Control optimizes the clipping point to prevent overshoots and distortion.
Various presets are available. The Compact Flash port allows the user to store and load presets.
It includes analog and digital I/O. Models are available for AM, FM and Internet use.

P_..

www.idt-fr.com

TURNING GREAT IDEAS

INTO EXCEPTIONAL

INNOVATIONS

We are inviting you to design your next trans
Conti4ntat.is currently investing time, pe

funds to rilrateWtfleppen. We are cow
broadftt- 'And proving
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Uruaii
Optimod-PC 1100

The 1100 is a
PCI-card application

of an Optinod proces-
so- suitable for Ike streaming

and or -demard programmirg. It offers
fea-ires such as two digital inputs whh
mixing of asynchronous sou-ces, and
soLnd c 3rd emulation that allowsOptimod-
PC to talk through the operating system -o
appl rations ruining on the host Multiple
cads c m be installed in a single com-
put processing includes a two -
bar c A:.1C, a shelving bass ecualizer, a
two -Land parametric equalizer, a five -
bar c compressor and a look-anead lim-
iter plus an internal mixer. I/O it cludes an
analog input, two digital inpu s, analog
output, 'CI -bus audio output 3ni a digital
aucio output.

www.orban.com

IC: Electronic
DB Max
The DB M, :x
is a level maxi-
mizer and au-
dio enhancement processor for FM and Internet app i:ations. It does not include a stereo
generator. Features include a tice-band compressor, automatic gain control, dynamic and
static stereo enhancement and dynamic and static equalization. Balanced analog and
balanced ani unbalanced digital I/O is standard. Simple rate conversion can be invoked
when using digital inputs. The DB Max can be -emotcy controlled via GPI, RS -485 or MIDI.
Presets can be saved and loaded to PC cards. The D3Max comes loaded with 60 presets.

as-- INF=
imp- -- Ike 

el -se
011

vvww.tcelectronic.:om

Broadcast Warehouse
DSP X
This 1 RU multi -
band digital audio
processor uses an
eight -bit RISC mi-
cro -controller for the analog and digital circuitry, e,hich hcludes 24 -bit A/D and DiA
converters and a range of DSP. The unit includes an Etherne module and code to provide
a Web -based interface. Control is ilso available througl- an RS -232 port and external closures.
Status is indi:ated on LED meters and an LCD display. The unit offers wideband AGC with
gating, multiband AGC with gatirg, multiband limitiq with defeatable look ahead lim ting
and a distortion -controlled over sampled clipper Equ s ization and composite processing are
in development for a later release.

Iii1111.1111111P"1"1411.111.11111111111b.-

www.broadcastwarehoze.com

171000

For more detailed information visit us at:

maXp ONE Of THE MOST POPULAI?
CONSOLES e yew?!

005
www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (9701 461-0730
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Optimod-FM 8300

The Optimod-FM 8300 is a mid-pric
processor providing many of the features o
the company's 8400. Adjustments can be
made with a one -knob adjustment to cus
tomize any factory preset, or with ful
control to completely customize the pa
rameters. Experienced users can also u
advanced control. It features a ster
enhancer, a two -band AGC, selectabl
two -band or five -band compression an
limiting, a look -ahead limiter and a ster
generator. It includes stereo analog an
digital I/O and can be controlled through
a GPI interface, RS -232, Ethernet or throug
the external software. Settings can be say
and uploaded and scheduled.

www.o i an.com

Omnia Audio
Omnia-6FM,

Omnia-6HDFM

.Nik DIMINO

Featuring 96kHz processing and ad-
vanced DSP algorithms to eliminate
intermodulation distortion, the Omnia-
6FM displays settings on dual active ma-
trix color displays. It includes a select-
able, four -frequency high pass filter and
phase rotator, an adjustable five -band
AGC plus wideband AGC, a Space-EFX
adjustable stereo enhancement algorithm,
a five -band adjustable crossover network,
bass management low frequency en-
hancement, an over -sampled six -band
limiter and a 10/100baseT Ethernet port
and software presets stored on PCMCIA
card. Output section includes dual ad-
justable composite and balanced analog
outputs, dual AES3 output selectable for
32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz or 96kHz. In-
puts include analog and AES3 synchro-
nizing input. This processor adds a dual
output for digital and analog audio chains.
The look -ahead final limiter conditions
audio for the bit -reduced encoders used
in IBOC systems.

www.omniaaudio.com

IDT Impact Developpement
Digital Virtual Processor
The Digital Virtual Processor uses
IDT's fast Fourier transform (FIT)
algorithms, which eliminates the
multiband processing approach.
Audio is sampled at 96kHz. The
unit uses a 40 -bit floating proces-
sor. Version 2 of this processor updates the AGC, FFT engine and limiter. Basic control is
available via the front panel. A software interface is accessible through Windows 95, 98, NT
and 2000 with IE version 5.0 and above or through a serial modem. TCP/IP control is available
as an option. It includes stereo analog and digital I/O, a BNC wordclock sync in/out, a 19kHz
pilot output, two subcarrier inputs and two composite outputs.

elrra

www.idt-kcom

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely

www neumannusa com/103

Neumann USA it) UM 103
Telephone: 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3148
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It's all in the sound
Tee

role of an on -air processor is two -fold. From a
functional standpoint, the processor provides the nec-

ssary limiting and pre -emphasis to zomply with FCC
modulation requirements. This important step is often an
afterthought today, and subsequently the operational aspects
that a processor can provide to a station in creating a sonic
identity are given prime attention.

The functional characteristics, for the mos: part, are easy to
address. If nothing else, a brick -wall limiter can ensure that a
station does not overmodulate. It may not be the best sounding
approach, but it works.

The operational function has become an art of its own. For
some, the ability to reduce an audio signal's dynamic range to
a few decibels while maintaining the percepticnof an open, airy
sound is the holy grail of audio processing. This pursuit of the
ultimate in heavy processing that sounds unprocessed has led
to great advances in audio processing methods.

When analog processors were the only choice, engineers
would experiment with various aspects of a device to push its

Resource Guide
A sample of available on -air

audio processors

Inovonics
mega_FM

This 2RU digital processor combines a
straightforward design and simple opera-
tion with a high degree of control. Despite
the use of DSP, the unit introdu:es less
than 10ms of latency to the audio signal
and boots in a matter of seconds. The front
panel controls dc not use a menu struc-
ture, but instead rely on front -panel but-
tons and a series of LED bargraph meters
to indicate status and levels. Twelve
factory presets can be recalled and modi-
fied through the front panel or through the
RS -232 interface. Connections nclude
analog and digital audio I/O and a BNC
composite output

www.inovon.com

By Chriss Scherer, editor

operation to the maximum limit of its ability. Changing capac-
itor and resistor values to vary time constants were the norm.
When multiband processing became popular, many engineers
formed Lien own secret recipes to change crossovers and
other parameters.

Now that digitally controlled processors have become the
leading standard, tnere is no need to open a device and manip-
ulate the components. Most processors provide full access to
every parameter with n. W th this level of control there is no
reason a user should not be able to find that perfect sound by
navigating a menu. The added advantage is not needing a box of
precision resistors or a solcering iron..

Digital control also offers repeatability. Settings can be stored
and recalled at will. Favorite settings can be shared or loaded into
other processors at sister s:ations. Many processors include
daypart scheduling, so the presets can change as needed.

The state of technology in audio processing is as high as it has
ever been. Whether your need is aggressive compression or an
open, natual sound, findingthe right settings should be easy.'

Aphex
Model 2020
Mk11111
-his is the third gen-
eration of this audio
processor. Housed in a 2RU chassis, the 2020 does not use multibaii clipping or composite
clipping. The digitally controlled aialog processcr mair:ains an ana.og path throughout the
system. A digital input and output interface is available with an adjustable sampling rate of

2kHz to 48kHz and 20 -bit resoluton. 75ps and 50ps pre -emphasis settings are available.
Analog audio I/O and optional digi a audio I/O are awl_ lable, as well as a BNC composite
output. Adjustments are made through the front parel meau with multiple LED bargraph meters
t) indicate levels.

www.aphex.com

Harris
Neustar
Created in a

partnership
with Neural Audio, this 1RL processor addresses the needs of prccessing audio for data -
reduced delivery, such as IBOC aid Internet radio, where traditional compression and
c ipping methods can introduce unwanted artifacts into the encoded audio. The modular
design allows users to select the necessary processing power for each application. These
modules include spectral image management, spectral mage mapping, loudness manage-
rrent, peak management, noise reduction, hum remo.al, low-frecuency extension and
watermarking. The spectral image mapping module has the ability to mimic processing
settings from existing sources.

wvvN.broadcasth irns.com
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Henry Engineering

-PATC1IB  X
STEREO OUTPUT

PatchBox
This Stereo Output

Multiplier"splits"the
output of a mixer (or
any audio source)
to feed peripheral
equipment. In many
applications, Patch -
Box can be used in-
stead of a distribu-

R tion amplifier or
patchbay. From a

low -impedance balanced stereo audio source, PatchBox
provides 11 stereo outputs. Five outputs, on XLR and TRS
connectors, are balanced at professional level. Six outputs, on
gold-plated RCA connectors, are unbalanced at consumer
level. All 11 outputs can be used to simultaneously feed
recorders, effects loops, PA systems,etc.Patchbox is passive,
needs no batteries or power, and introduces absolutely no
noise or distortion into the signal.

1-c
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e technology behind the Hock Hall

www.henryeng.com
626-355-3656
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CBT Systems On -air Light
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When mics are live in theAlan Freed Studio the CBT Systems
On -air Light lets everyone know in a classic style. The feel of
the Rock Hall's history is carried through to this modern
warning light. The cast aluminum housing is polished to a
bright finish and includes a multilayered Plexiglas lens.
Standard legends include On-air,Recording,Standby,Silence
and Applause. Custom legends are available. The entire unit
installs onto a standard two -gang J -box or on the wall and
operates on 120Vac, 24Vac/dc or 12Vac/dc. An optional
flasher module with variable flash rate can also be added. It
measures 14'/a" I x 25/8" w x 4" h. The unit is UL listed.

www.cbt-net.com
858-536-2927

ADVERTISEMEf 11, Rock H
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Comrex Matrix
The Matrix is the heart

of the Comrex Remote
Broadcast System.
With the Matrix, a
POTS/ISDN/wireless
codec, remote broad-

casters can send high -quality audio to their station from the
Rock Hall or virtually anywhere. The Matrix is compatible
with the full ,ine of Comrex POTS codecs, including the
BlueBox andVector,offering up to 15kHz frequency response
on a plain telephone line.

Designed fof maximum versatilitythe Matrix is also compat-
ible with ISDN and GSM wireless service with optional
modules. The Matrix ISDN module supports most standard
protocols,plus the low-delay,15kHz Turbo. The GSM module,
coming in Fall 2003,achieves 7kHz response over an embed-
ded GSM wireless phone and external antenna.

If your station is planning a remote from the Rock Hall,
Comrex can help-please call to arrange a loaner Matrix.

www_comrex.com
800-237-1776

Sound Broadcast Services Match -IT
The Match -IT allows inex-

pensive source equipment
to be applied to the profes-
sional installation with no

.-. ea -AO compromise in sound qual-
ity. Like all sbs products it comes with

a five-year warranty.
It is just one of the sbs products of its Solutions audio range

that has been engineered to provide reliable, high perfor-
mance and professional answers to the interfacing and
signal processing problems encountered while creating a
smooth running audio system.

The audio products are just a small part of the sbs portfolio.
The main product range comprises FM transmission equip-
ment. Amplifiers, exciters, stereo encoders, limiters and
automatic changeover units are just some of the types of
products that are offered. Additionally there are the STUOB
high performance link transmitters and receivers operating
between 48MHz and 1GHz.

ater Clevele
V

www.sbsfm.com
,441424445568

1111111111110.



determine pin -outs and cable lengths to produce
prewired cables. This created significant time
saving for the project because the engineers were
able to take the cables out of the boxes, attaci- them
and within a matter of hours have the entire facility
wired and running.

Gepco supplied 100 -feet of cable, including the
5596M digital audio microphone cable; D61301EZ
dual pair analog audio cable; GA61804GFC 4 -pair.
22 -gage, analog audio multi pair cable; and
RGBSC260TS-5 conductor plenum coax.

Neutrik contributed a variety of cable connectors,
phone plugs and receptacles, including its models
NC3FP1B, NC3FXB, NC3MXB, NP2C and NP3C.

One of the objectives was that visiting stations or
artists would never have to open a rack to azcom-
modate a broadcast, because the studio would be
populated with any type of equipment that could
be needed.
The studio is in the process of creating an 1/0

panel that will be installed near the console to
accommodate any special needs, such as an MP3
player or keyboard. There is also a wireless micro-
phone system and a microphone outside the
studio's glass wall, so the on -air teams and specta-
tors can talk back and forth. There's also Shure

The fully -equipped studio now provides the versatility to handle
any on -air need.

wireless equipment for the announcers so they
can go outside the studio and walk around the
museum, and they can use a wireless IFB :o hear
what's going on in the studio.

The new Alan Freed Radio Studio at Clewland's
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum provides
a showcase facility for visiting stations that r ot only
looks good, but provides exceptional flexit ility for
the needs of the various visiting stations.

Grayson is corporate donor relations manager for the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum.
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AKG K240 M
The Alan Freed Radio Studio at the

Rock and Roll Hall of Fame has host-
ei hundreds of radio personalities
who have created many memorable
shows. The Alan Freed Radio Studio
milizes AKG K 240 Studio head-
phones, the newest version of the
popular professional monitoring
headphone. The K 240 Studio has
AKG's patented gimbal -suspended

semi -open ear cups and leather head-
band for automatic, comfortable fit on

aly user's head. AKG's advanced Varimo-
tiun XXL transducer technology ensures that the sound is
pure and uncolored. The K 240 Studio also has a detachable
cable for easy servicing and its 55 -ohm impedance makes it
easy to drive from any output device. Made inVienna,Austria,
and backed by a two -yeas warranty,the AKG K 240 Studio will
please any discrim.nating professional.

www.akgusa.com
615-620-3800

The Neutrik X series of three -pole male and female cable
connectors is available with gold
orsilvercontacts in a black metal
or nickel housing. Ease of use is

one of the main features of
these connectors as assem-
bly requires no special
tools and there are no little

screws to handle.The Neutrik
NP*C series of quarter -inch pro-

fessional phone plugs is available in
mono (TS) or stereo (TRS) and features

an all -metal, no -rivet design with nickel
plag finger in a black or nickel shell. The

Neutri ebug'-and name on each housing ensures
original Neutrik connectors, not a copy. The original makes
the cifference, wMch iswhy Neutrik isa leading manufacturer
of audio connec:ors and the connectorof choice on projects
such as the Alar. Freed Radio Studio.



Welcome to the Alan heed Rath(

Equipment List
Broadcasters General Store -deal,r,

organizer
AKG 240M headphones
Auralex Acoustic treatr ent
CBT on -air light
Comrex Matrix codec
Denon DN-C635 CD/MP3
Dorrough 40-A2
Enco Systems DADpro.12

Eventide BD500-010
Gepco cable (5596M, D61801.7:2,

GA61804GFC, RGB260TS-5
Haller P3000 and P1 OCO
Henry Patchbox, Supeelay
JBL Control 1

Liebert GxT2-1500RT120 UPS
Logitek Audio Numix
LPB Silent Mic Boom
Mackie 1604
Marantz PMD510 cass to
Middle Atlantic drawers and panek
Neutrik NC3FP1 B, NC FXB, NC:/%4<B,

NP2C, and NP3C

Omnimount30.0WB speaker mot r
Radio Systems CT2002 dock, ix shtuttor

Panels
Rane HC6 headphone,: mp
RaneVP12 voice processor
RDL STPH1 phono preamp
SBS Matchlt interface
Shure SM7b mic
Shure U2/Beta87 wird( ss mic
Shure P7T/P7R in -ear m mitors
SKB rack
Studio Technology furnrure
Tannoy System 800
Tascam CD-RW2000
Tascam MD-301MKII
Technics SL1200MKII turntable
Telos desktop director
Telos Zephyr Xstream
TelosTwox12
Ward -Beck POD6B headphone
Whirlwind mic cable

exhibit, which adds value to their visit.
These are all benefits of the new studio's

design, and the changes are evident from
the smallest detail, starting with the furni-
ture and layout of the room. Many stations
will bring listeners or contest winners with
them for a remote, and while there's no
audience section in the studio,there are five
guest positions opposite the console. The
studio can comfortably hold 10 people.

ompefition Montturfni,

(i-me'de-d-a lo'gar) definition: Hie most complete, affordable,
and easy -to -use automated audio recording solution available.

Used in hundreds of stations including all of the top 10 markets,
iMediaLogger frees you from the costly maintenance of conventional and
outdated equipment used for logging, recording, and skimming including
reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with a single computer workstation.

This award -winning product allows you to:

 simultaneously record up to 16 stereo or mono audio sources
or streams using multiple bandwidth and compression formats

- MP2, MP3, Windows Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM

 access your recordings anytime, from anywhere using its built in web
browser interface

 schedule time or closure based recordings

 remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system

The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself -and your
station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With iMediaLogger, you
will never have to change a tape again.

are
To learn more about iMediaLogger, visit www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501
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The original studio was built in the early90s, which
was a fairly dubious period to be buying radio
equipment, because at the time digital standards
were just coming to the forefront. Also,because there
had never before been a Rock Hall, the original
designers weren't quite sure how the radio studio
wassupposed to function. In one sense, it was almost
as if someone had selected equipment at random
from a catalog to build the room. As a result, the
original studio was less than functional.

Product Showcase

4. Sine Systems

Model DAI-2 Dialup Audio Interface
perform unattended remote broadcasts

 DTMF operated controller with relay outputs
fully programmable output on any key press

 momentary and/or maintained relay outputs
 four logic inputs with programmable output
 balanced audio input and output with ALC

615.228.3500
more mformanon.www.sinesystems.com

v ENNA
_

\vc._

Phone: 847-584-1000
Fax: 847-584-9951

&nor
www.antennasystems.com
salesra antennasystems.com

a

SCLO9OBSBK: 90' Self Supporting Tower $1656.00
25G110D170: 170', 110 MPH, Guyed Tower $5284.00
55G090D300: 300', 90 MPH, Guyed Tower .. ..$11,420.00
SSV190D090: 190' Self Supporting Tower $13,850.00

OUICKSET Pan &
QPT 90: 24VDC, 435° Range, PN# 7-59005-2 $2489.00
QPT 90: 12VDC, 435° Range, PN# 7-59120 $3160.00
Gibraltar Tripod: 85" 94 Max Height, 200# capacity 52085.00

eLightPointe Free Space Optics
When disaster hits your fiber "backbone", why not have a backup plan?

Ne are pleased to introduce the world renowned Light Pointe line of FSCI- products.

FS 52/4000: 52 mbps @ 2.5 miles, SNMP capable $20,695.00
FS 155/4000: 155 mbps @ 2.5 miles, SNMP capable $25,870.00
FS 622/1000: 622 mbps @ 0.62 miles, SNMP capable $40,100.00
FS 1.25G/4000: 1.25 gps @ 0.62 miles, SNMP capable $42,500.00

Other models / speeds available. Call with your specific applications.

Looking into the radio studio from the fifth
floor landing.

In the ensuing years, as the Rock Hall
staff learned more about the hardware
and the technology necessary to effec-
tively carry out live radio programming,
the radio studio evolved into its present
form: a remote location capable of meet-
ing the needs of any visiting radio station
or artist.

The redesign was a cooperative effort
between the technical staff at the Rock Hall
and Broadcasters General Store, which
specified and installed the equipment, all
donated from manufacturers throughout
the broadcast industry.

The design goals for the new studio
included upgrading the technology to
current -day standards; equipping the stu-
dio with appropriate recording, edit,stor-
age and playback equipment that it didn't
have in the past; and equipping it with a
sufficient quantity of appropriate micro-
phones and mixing equipment to sup-
port visiting remotes as well as impromptu
live performances.

A temporary home
Some tourist attractions will invite a

radio station to broadcast live from the
venue and then provide a folding table
somewhere near the front door with a
telephone jack.

At the Rock Hall, the goal is to put the
visiting stations in an environment in
which they're comfortable. What's more,
the fifth -floor radio studio is also actually
a working exhibit. Located behind a
double-glasswall, visitorscan look in, see
what's going on and, on occasion, listen
to the broadcasts.The Alan Freed Radio
Studio is made available at no charge to
visiting broadcasters from around the
world that want to come to the Rock Hall
and broadcast live.

Not only do visiting stations benefit from
the panache of originating a distinctive
remote broadcast from the Rock Hall, they
also feel as though they are a part of the

16 August 2003 www.beradio.com
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the most POPULAR furniture lines ever...

new for 2003
... all plastic surface & trim design
... modular for flexibility
... highest quality materials
... precision crafted
... professional features
... many options available

This new studio furniture line is engineered for studio decors
where non -wood trims are a design goal. Available in a wide

variety of colors. this furniture will complement any size market
application. The modular design enables the furniture to be
ordered in almost any configuration that can be imagined.

only $2,995
call 970-461-0730 ext 329

arrakis systems inc. www.arrakis-systems.com (970j 461-0730

AN -

Digitally Different
Omega FM - $5880

I r-14:30N/Conics
1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Gruz, GA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.corn  e-mail. infogunovon.com

OUR GOAL WAS TO DEVELOP A DIGITAL PROCESSING
SYSTEM FOR FM THAT WOULD RIVAL ANYTHING ON
THE MARKET WE MET THAT GOAL...AND THEN SOME.

Omega FM is a 100% -digital, software -based design. It doesn't use DSP chips or
other application -specific parts that rapidly become obsolete. Upgrades don't
plug into 'expansion slots,' they're simply uploaded.

Omega FM is straightforward and
uncomplicated. Hardware simplicity keeps
tie signal path short and your audio clean.
Low latency lets you monitor off -air.

Omega FM is loud, clean and
versatile. We don't expect you to
take our word for this, and you
shouldn't. Schedule a demo at your
station through an equipment
supplier of your choice.

CI...Processing doesn't get any better than this.

www.beradio.com August 2003 15
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Photo by Louis Anderson.
Courtesy of the Convention and
Visitors Bureau of Grimier ClewPiand

The Rock Hall's redesigned

radio studio allows more

remote broadcast flexibility

Since opening its doors in 1995, radiostations around the world
have been drawn to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum's radio studio as a location for originating remote

broadcasts. It's hard not to feel the excitement of the Rock Hall
when you're physically there, but for the visiting stations, deliver-
ing that intensity to their listeners was always somewhat challeng-
ing, due in large part to the original studio's design.

By John Grayson

socroolottNA.L 2F FAN AND MUSIUM
ON! KEY PLAZA

that has all changed, however, with the recently completed
redesign of the newly named Alan Freed Radio Studio, allowing
visiting stations to broadcast while feeling a part of the Rock Hall
and conveying a "you are there' experience.

Alan Freed was a pioneering disk jockey who began his notoriety
in the Cleveland area. He is often credited with coining the term
"rock and roll."

1,

14 August 2003 www.beradio.com



BROADCAST TOOLS MOW

SATISFACTION

The upgraded SS 2.1 /TERM III & BNC III

"switcher/routers are improved with new front 'lac Ali "panel switches. They may be used as a desktop
device, and are equipped with mounting holes for
wall mount installation or may be installed on Look for additionalthe new RA -1 "Rack -Able" 1RU mounting shelf.

"Rack-Able"products soon.The new "Rack -Able" SS 4.1 III switcher
replaces the popular SS 3.1 while adding a
forth stereo input channel and front
panel control. We've kept the best of the I . sue.41.: . P. P. P. P. P.
SS 3.1 features and added a few more.

The new Silence Monitor III improves on St 2.11II
the features of the original SSM, with
front -panel control, removable screw
terminals, "Plug & Play" installation,
built-in program switcher, restore timing
delay, aural alarm and relays for most .-
remote functions. Now rackable! /

The new SS 8.1 II switcher replaces the
popular 6x1 with the addition of two more stereo
input channels and GPI, while keeping the price the
same! The SS 8.1 II may be desktop, wall mounted or
installed on the new "Rack -Able" mounting shelf.

The new RA -1 (1 -RU rack shelf) provides mounting for three
tri-rack or two half -rack "Rack -Able" configured products. The
RA -1 is pre -drilled for flush and recessed product mounting.
The RA -1 is furnished with filler panels and mounting hardware.

wrotr

SS 4.1111 SILENCE MUNIIUB

-1 with FP-11E111er Panel

www.broadcasttools.com

tools
639 Sunset Park Drive  Suite 101
Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 USA

(360) 854-9559  FAX: (360) 854-9479

OlJSTOM OAEUME:TRY 'A PRE. )111RE:-.11 SYST.:MS
BUILDING STUDIOS FOR OVER 34 YEARS

DESIGN

FABRICATION

INSTALLATION

USA: 800-779-7575 www.ramsyscom.com CANADA: 705-487-5111

www.beradio.com
August 2003 13



FCC Update

New multiple ownership rules adopted
By Harry Martin

wenty months and 500,000 comments
later, the FCC, by a 3-2 vote along party
lines, adopted its new media ownership
rules on June 2, 2003. The Commission
acted in response to court decisions and
biennial reviews of all such rules mandat-
ed by Congress.

The Commission modified its Local Ra-
dio Multiple Ownership rule to adopt a
new method for determining the relevant
"radio market" based on Arbitron's market
definitions. Under the current rule, the
Commission includes all stations whose
city -grade signal contours overlap with the
city -grade signal contours of stations that
are to be commonly owned. Since 1997,
parties have complained that this contour -
based rule leads to anomalous results per-
mitting one party to control most, if not all,
of the stations in a local market.

The Commission will now consider a
radio station to be in a particular market if
it is (a) licensed to a community in the
Arbitron "home" market or (b) considered
"home" to the market, even if licensed to a
community in some other market. The
Commission will include noncommercial
stations in the calculation of how many
stations are in any particular market.

For those markets not rated by Arbitron,
the FCC will define markets by means
comparable to Arbitron markets. In the
meantime, for cases involving such non-
Arbitron-rated markets, the FCC will apply
a modified contou r overlap method. Under
the modified method, the FCC will exclude
from the market any radio station whose
transmitter site is more than 92 kilometers
(58 miles) from the perimeter of the mutu-
al overlap area.

The Commission also eliminated the
Radio -Television and the Broadcast -News-
paper Cross -Ownership Rules for markets
with more than nine TV stations. In

markets with between four and eight TV
stations, combinations are limited to one
of the following:

 A daily newspaper; one TV station; and
up to half of the radio station limit for that
market (i.e., if the radio limit in the market

is six, the company can own no more than three) or
 A daily newspaper, and up to the radio station limit for

that market; (i.e. no TV stations) or
 Two TV stations (if permissible under local TV owner-

ship rule) and up to the radio station limit for that market
(i.e. no daily newspapers).

For those markets with three or fewerTV stations, no cross -
ownership is permitted among TV, radio and newspapers.
The Commission will consider a waiver request if the
parties can demonstrate that the TV station does not serve
the area served by the proposed acquisition (i.e., the radio
station or the newspaper).

The Commission will permit the assignment of common-
ly -owned radio stations in violation of the new rules if the
proposed acquiring party is a "small business: i.e., one
having $6 million or less in annual revenues.

Already, efforts are being made on Capitol Hill to pass
legislation that would reverse or substantially cut back on
the new rules, although the new market definition is more re -
regulatory than deregulatory-and, of course, there is also
the prospect of possible judicial reversal at some point
down the line, once the new rules are appealed. The new
rules discriminate against mid -sized radio station consolida-
tors, and some larger ones, who now will be prevented from
reaching the same station ownership levels in local markets
that their competitors already have. And the large incum-
bents' holdings that exceed the new rules are grand fathered.

Reg fee post -card audits
The Commissior recently completed its postcard data

correction program for 2003 broadcast regulatory fees.The
postcards, sent to licensees or their representatives in May
through June, are designed to make sure that the FCC's
records for the station are correct so that the Commission
can accurately assess regulatory fees.

If the information included is correct, the licensee need
not take any further action. If any item is incorrect, the
licensee should send a letter with the corrections by fax to
Rob Fream, FCC,Washington, DC, at 202-418-0521.

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

'Dateline:
Statiors in Alaska, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri,

Oregon, the Pacific Islands, Puerto Rico, the Virgin
Islands End Washington must file their biennial

; ownership reports by Oct. 1, 2003, anc, also by Oct.
1, place their annual EEO reports in their public files
and on their w +sites.

12 August 2003 www.beradio.com



phone users-imagine, advertisersupported phone calls.

A possible killer appt
The one-way nature of terrestrial digital radio broadcasting,

with or without the benefit of IBOC, will create a disadvantage

over other wireless services. Assuming the FCC permitted
operation that would allow two-way operation on the current
allocated frequencies, or perhaps opening up some add-
itional spectrum that might permit a degree
of asymmetrical two-way communication.
To efficiently process the upstream,(remote-
to-base) a series of receive points (cells)
would need to be established within the
service area of the station The actual amount

of cells would be determined by the amount
of predicted traffic, similar to that of a tradi-
tional mobile network. Under this scenario,
it may be possible to operate a modified IBOC

audio transmission along with a higher -
speed data broadcast method. IP-enabled
radios would provide the receive subsystem
for listening to the broadcast, as well as
contain a system that provides data receive
and transmit functions. The radio may also
contain a video screen and perhaps a
data port that could connect a laptop to
the network.

This may not be the most efficient wireless
two-way data network, but it would permit
a unique level of connectivity and interac-
tivity to listeners which, if used creatively,
might spark a new level of listener interac-
tion, particularly for formats that program
talk, news or sports formats.

Is something like this achievable? Yes,
with the right level of government and
financial support. There is a good supply
of smaller towers in most areas, thanks to
the growth of wireless mobile services, and
it probably wouldn't be difficult to deploy
and build radio data networks that would
serve one or more stations within a market.

These cells could serve a single station or
the entire market; after all, the data will be
riding on an IP-based network and routing
that data to the appropriate station is a
simple task. Once again, under this scen-
ario each station would be broadcasting
its unique IP address to all listeners; that IP
address could automatically redirect a
listener's radio to send data upstream to
the appropriate station.

Having a data path from each listener to
the station may also allow a station to
compile real-time listener pattems, as well
as determine a true number of listeners
and the amount of time those listeners
spend with the station.

That is one possible killer application for
IBOC and FM broadcasting in general. One
thing is certain -the FCC will need to make
drastic changes in part 73 to support the
next generation of radio broadcasting. I
McNamara is president of Applied Wireless,
New Market, MD.

TEST FASTER FOR LESS
WITH DSCOPE SERIES III

Following completion of our extensive beta -test program,
Release 1.00 is now available

Ideal for:

 Research & Development

 Automated Production Test

 Quality Assurance

 Servicing
 Installation

dScope Series III is

simply the fastest way to test.

Call or e-mail NOW to find out just how fast your tests can be!

Prism Med. Products Limited
William James Houk.
Cowley Rued. Cambridge.
0134 OW% UK.

Prism Med a Product. Inc
21 Pine Sliver.
Rockaway. NJ
07866 USA

Tel: 444(0)1223 424968 TM 1-973 583 9577
Fax: .44 (0)1223 425023 Fs. 1-973 363 9588

uleseprismsound.com www.prisinsound.can
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Mananing Technolouv

The killer app for IBOC
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

n terms of new technologies, what could we
do with a couple of hundred kilohertz of
spectrum? What if we could only use that
spectrum to broadcast in a single direction?
Trying to imagine the killer application fora
service with these limitations is challenging
at best. To be fair,the term killer application
may be aski ng too much. In my world, foran
application to reach true killerstatus, it must
fill a void, address a need and most impor-
tantly,create an environment where people
can work more precisely and efficiently.The
last real killer application was Supercalc, the
original spreadsheet program that was ulti-
mately replaced by the more advanced
Lotus and Excel. While not an application,
the evolution of the Internet globally also
had a similar effect.

The long road to IBOC still has no clear future on the horizon.

With the FM implementation of IBOC,
standard broadcast stations will need to
deal with a number of technical problems
related to making IBOC work with RF prop-
agation issues. Let's immediately eliminate
the obvious-streaming of continuous text
enlightening us with the latest news, wea-
ther,sports,traffic,deersightings,the current
song, bible verses, joke of the minute, im-
portant messages and advertisements. We
should have a good feel by now from
radio's last killer app, RBDS, that nobody
really needs or cares about this. If someone
really wants this information, it is readily

available and customizable on a variety of data -enhanced
pagers, cell phones, PDAs and, of course, computers. Be-

sides, it is difficult todrive while reading textual information
located somewhere in the center of your dashboard.

We like interactivity
We have been conditioned to receive a response when

we type something or press a button. Media such as the
Internet, digital cable, two-way paging devices and those
little wireless consoles now available at many bars and
restaurants (that let us prove how smart we are by answer-
ing those trivia questions) give us the interactivity we crave.

The traditional TV broadcast networks have figured this
out and now we have shows where viewers can vote for

something or someone in real-time and watch the results,
which of course,are not shown until after the last commer-
cial break. Where does IBOC fit into this?The problem may
not lay exclusively with IBOC. While IBOC currently doesn't
permit a listener to be interactive, the real problem is that
Part 73 simply doesn't allow anyone other than the licensee
to use the frequencies.

Bandwidth is essential
Whether data is traveling over the air or through a wire,

the speed of data transmission has a relation to the amount
of available bandwidth fora particular medium or wireless
service. Creative compression techniques allow addition-
al data to be sent within each packet, but there still will be
a physical limit to the ultimate amount of data sent over a
given medium. We are well aware that data transmissions
over optical fiber and particularly copper mediums have

limitations due to its composition and length.
Wireless services also are limited by the amount of allo-

cated spectrum. Let's consider the FM band to which the FCC
has allocated a 20MHz segment of bandwidth that is divided
into 100 channels (actually 99 in areas that have a channel
6 TV allocation) about 200kHz each. Assuming a channel
was dedicated exclusively to the delivery of data, what is the

maximum amount of throughput that could be expected?
With a well -designed compression algorithm that provides
a good degree of error correction, maybe 300kHz?

Current 2.5G PCS mobile networks can deliver average
data speeds (bursts) of I 9.2kb/s in two directions. While this

may not seem too impressive, rememberthat this is while the

vehicle is in motion. When stationary, some carriers claim
data burst speeds of up to 128kb/s are possible. Next
generation 3G and4G wireless mobile networks may achieve
data throughput in excess of 2Mb/s. Who actually needs
2Mb/s data speeds while driving or walking around town?
It is funny that one of the primary benefits touted for the 3 and
4G wireless mobile networks by the wireless carriers will be
their ability to broadcast video advertisements to mobile

10 August 2003 www.beradio.com



Last-minute remotes?
No stress for John Kennedy of Entercom Boston.
The Patriots win the Superbowl! A major cause for celebration in Boston. And potentially

rnajor stress for John Kennedy, Engineering Director for Elterccrn Boston. With no ad

warning, John had less than 24 hours to orchestrate cove -age cf the festivities

of numerous stations - including live remotes E long the Patric ts' parade

roLte. Fortunately, John knew he could count on -,'omre): t

e'en last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbcx,

last-minute remotes are successful, not stressful.

'Ale delivered multiple high -quality live remctes

o'er ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose a m.nute.

John Kennedy,
Engineering Director,

ntercom Bcston

7911r1_A _11/11.11ilriff 19 Pine Road, Devens, 01422 USA
1111111411.MAIMEAM 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717  Ema I: info@comrex.com

Now you'll rot on 'y sound great, you'll look

great, too. Mail us the warranty card

from the purchase of your next

BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus.

We'l send you a handsome Comrex

shirt like the one John is wearing

(retail value S65) FREE Plus, we'll

extend your warranty to two years.

How's that for coverage'

BUJEBOX

VECTOR

NEXUS



Viewpoint

Uncommon knowledge

Think back to . 21,2000. On that day,
Pres' nt Clint signed into law an ap-

ons bill ontaining a requirement
FCC conduct an experimental pro-

etennine whether low -power FM
(LPFM) radio stations would cause harm-
ful interference to listeners of existing full -
power FM (FPFM) radio stations or FM
translator stations operating on third -adja-
cent channels. That's a mouthful to say, but
it raised some serious issues that should
have shaped the plans for former FCC
Chairman William Kennard's great experi-
ment to bring a radio voice to the masses

in the form of LPFM. Obviously, Ken-
nard didn't wait for the results. The
study has finally been completed,
and the results were publicly an-
nounced in mid -July.

The saga of LPFM is old news to
broadcasters today,but to LPFM sup-
porters, the struggle fora widespread
LPFM service continues.

From the original bill, the program
directed the FCC to select an inde-
pendent group to conduct field tests
in various markets. The field tests
were to include an opportunity for
the public to comment on interfer-

ence, as well as independent audience
listening tests to determine what is objec-
tionable and harmful interference to the
average radio listener. These tests were to
be conducted in more than nine FM radio
markets by waiving the minimum distance
separations for third -adjacent channels for
the stations. The goal was to evaluate
whether minimum distance separations
for third -adjacent channels are needed for
FM translator and FPFM stations.

The MITRE Corporation was selected by
the FCC to provide technical leadership
and management by establishing and
monitoring the experimental program.
MITRE contracted Comsearch to conduct
the field measurement and public com-
ment data collection portions of the exper-
iment. The FCC will present the data in the

Send comments to:

final report to Congress.
So what did the report say? It took 203 pages, but the short

answer is that the amount of interference that a listener may
experience depends on the type of radio he uses. It took
three years to determine what most broadcasters already
know The measured results indicate the receiver least
susceptible to LPFM interference was the in -vehicle re-ceiver.
Next was the home receiver,followed by the clock radio. The
boombox and Walkman were the worst performers. For the
most part, the less expensive the receiver, the more suscep-
tible it is to third -adjacent channel interference.

Thissounds like a win for the FPFM stations, but the details
of the report state that interference to the FPFM occurred
when the receiver was close to the LPFM transmitter. How
close? Try 50 feet.

The question remains as to what this study proves. The
answer is that it veally proves nothing. The third -adjacent
channel protection of a full -power station from a low -power
station is not really an issue. In most cases, the FPFM signal
will easily overcome the potential LPFM interference.

I tried reading some of the respondent surveys to get a
better understanding of what the listeners heard. I'm not
convinced that these responses add anything to the study.
Most of the comments describe interference from multi -
path, terrain and electro-magnetic sources. I don't think
most of the listeners could have identified the supposed
source of the interference without being prompted in some
way. Some respondents reported interference even when
the LPFM transmitter was not in operation.

Third -adjacent protection of FPFM stations from LPFM
stations is not an issue. To be honest, second -adjacent
interference is probably not much of an issue either. Who
will win in the end? We all know that laws and FCC rules
have nothing to do with science and hard data. In the end
the loudest lobbyist will prevail.

The FCC seeks public comments on the report. Com-
ments are due by Sept. 12.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer@primediabusiness.com

Read the entire MITRE report online through the FCC website
at this link:
http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prodlecfs/
retrieve.cgi?native_or_pdf=pdf&id_document=6514285088

E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.com
Fax: 973-967-1905
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AUDIO RINGMAIN MONITOR SELECT OFFICE MONITORING

Broadcast Multiple Channels
of Live Audio over any LAN
or WAN Network

Andio7X
MULTIPLEX

 Superior
replacement for
Audio Ringmain
or Monitor Select
systems for
office/station
listening.

 Greater capacity
and better
flexibility than RF
modulated coax or
multi -pair wired
systems.

 Requires no additional
cabling - uses your existing
computer network.

 Easily and instantly add extra
listening points or new
channels.

Broadcast quality,
low delay audio -
can be transmitted
as MP2, MP3 or
uncompressed.

... ANY COMPUTER ON Ni
THE NETWORK CAN TUNE IN

Al x Muthplex (I .men in MI),, (IL ;, x
Flo vim Own* Hob

14) -.4111W
.2fisesiso 1111111111111111111.1 1111111
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The AudioTX Multiplex Server runs
on one or more PCs and Broadcasts
multiple channels of live audio.
Each PC can broadcast up :o 30 channels.

4-4
Install the AuoioTX Multiplex
Receiver on all of your office,
newsroom and even studio PCs.
And they can tune into any channel
quickly and simply.

www.audiotxmultiplex.com
(FREE TRIAL VERSION AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD) 1111

Telephone: +44 (0)121 256 0200 emaol: sales@audiotxmultiplex.com
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Highlights of news items from the past month
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Safely Cast STA Dismissed

New Address for Tieline Technology
The POTS and ISDN codec manufacturer has a new
address and phone number.

The FCC has dismissed the application for an
AM/FM blanketing announcement system.

Logitek Adds Grundstein to Sales Staff
Frank Grundstein has joined Logitek as the
company's North American sales manager.

Iniquity Cuts Three Managers
Glynn Walden, Rick Martinson and Gerald
Marcovsky are out.

Orban MBL Tour Dates Announced
The mobile facility, unveiled at NAB2003, will make
nearly 20 coast -to -coast stops including NAB Radio.

Site Features
Engineer's Notebook

Several new features have been added to our
online resource, including a resistor color -code

guide, a DTMF reference and a java-enabled
formula conversion utility

10 Years of Radio
The online companion to our series

looking back on Radio magazine's past 10 years
features a gallery of past covers and a

complete list of all the Pick Hits award recipients.

Online Classifieds
This is the place to find a new job, sell some

EYE ONequipment or find useful services.

BOO Eye on IBOC
We're tracking the transition to digital with a

running list of the stations that have made the
conversion to IBOC operation.

Alt13011412.401100.

Di itink---XtrNerne

the NEXT generaticn for 011l, 111.111, and systems,,,

... The #1 manufacturer of satellite automation systems for Radio introduces

Digilink-Xtreme. the most important advance in Radio automation in more than a decade.

Combining the best of PC computers and the best of professional B-oadcast audio hardware.

Arrakis re -invents Satellite automation.... again !

only $2,495 plus PC

cEll 970-461-0730 ext 329

arrakis systems Inc. www.arrakis-systems.com (970) 461-0730
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When the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum
started planning its new state-of-the-art /

T , 1_
Alan Freed Radio Studio, help came from LOglteK.

Logitek is proud to support the Alan Freed Radio Studio
Our digital audio routing and console designs were a perfect fit for a studio
that would both showcase their beautiful facility ana provide the flexibility
that hundreds of visiting DJ's and station personnel would want. The Logitek
Numix console can easily be configured for visiting talent, providing access to
equipment and guest mics in an arrangement that makes sense for each
operator. The Audio Engine provides routing and control functions
throughout the studio, making it the heart of this 21st century operation.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor
Houston, TX 77081 USA 713.664.4470 1.800.231.5870 www.logitekaudio.com 0 2003 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Alan Freed Radio Studio Console Con'iguration

Logitek Audio Engine with 6 10244, I/O card:, providing
up to 72 analog inputs and 72 analcg outputs

 24 mix -minus buses

 Supervisor software for conplett control T fader
assignments and router function.,

Numix-12 Console
 12 fully assignable faders, easy access to 8 ;tern buses

vMix "Virtual" Console softwa-e

;

Logitek
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Field Report: V -Soft AM -Pro 30
by Carl Gluck
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by Gary Hall
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by Kari Taylor

Classifieds 56

Contributor Pro -File 57

ON THE COVER:
Whether used to maintain consistent levels and adhere to modulation

limits or to agressively process for a signature sound. on -air audio
processors provide more control and flexibility than ever before.

Cover design by Michael J. Knust.

Meet Carl Gluck.

Sign Off 58
by Heidi Hueseman

Creating the expanded band
and a classic transmitter
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Reliable Program Audio Over The Internet?
IntraLink-IPTM Streaming Multiplexer

Create a program audio

circuit wherever an Ethernet

jack exists with the

IntraLink-'P streaming

multiplexer. The QoS of

packet switched networks

has improved dramatically

signaling the beginning of a

new low-cost means of

professional audio transport.

IntraLink-IP has a Harris

exclusive forward correction

scheme which takes

advantage of these

networks. It delivers robust

streaming for critical STL/

TSL and general purpose

broadcast audio transport.

Contact your Harris sales

representative today.

Save money on program
circuits with IntraLink-IP.

 Make the Internet into your
virtual STL

 Turn low-cost public and private
packet switched networks into
program audio circuits

 Ethernet jacks, DSL and cable
modems become instant RPUs

www. broadcast.harris.com/network-access



WHEATSTONE D-4000
DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE

Based on the technical architecture of our popular D-5000, this new
D -Series console is totally modular, offering features to satisfy the most
demanding engineers-but at a lower price point than its predecessors.

 Hct-swap design
Four stereo mix buses

Six pointer -style true meters

Any mix of digital and analog inputs
 AES and balanced analog outputs
 Choice of master clock -ates
 Up to 4 mix -minus outputs using SPD-4000 phone remote modules
 24 bii A -to -D conversion on analog inputs
 A/B source switching w,th fully independent logic and machine ccntrol
 Mode selection on ste-eo inputs
 Low profile drop-throush counter design
 Multiple studio outputs with Lalkback interrupt

Wheatstone has more digital audio experience than most of our competition combined.
The D-4000 is a truly high performance, reliable console that will make your transition to
digital a pleasure. Benefit from our expertise-CHOOSE WHEATSTONE-the Digital Audio
Leaders!

copyrigh m 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation soles @whecitstone com tel 252- 638- 7000 /



GET BIG ROUTER FEATURES ON A
SMALL ROUTER BUDGET!

Based on WHEATSTONE's highly acclaimed BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY. the new AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
ADR-32 brings your studio trouble free mixed signal switching. You can choose from a combination of AES
digital (with 24 -bit SRCs) or 24 -bit A -to -D input cards as well as a combination of analog and digital output
cards to help keep this system future -proof. Since all signals are routed entirely in the digital domain,
crosstalk is eliminated. The ADR has a built-in monitor speaker (w/level control and external output) and
supports both 485 and Ethernet hardware controllers It comes with WHEATSTONE'S highly acclaimed
X -Point software that lets you configure, protect and integrate the system with our own consoles and third
party automation systems.

BENEFIT from our extensive technology
base: choose the Audioarts ADR-32 from
Wheatstone- the digital audio leaders! "!1114 r ))))))))))))))]

=--------4y1AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING.1m90--11
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857salesOwneatstone.com revs, GI I c:Pcs r fa rs 400 t

copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation


